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.....-------:--------LEGAL NOTICE-----'------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored 
work. Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any 
person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

l.. . 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of the information contained in this report, 
or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, 
or process disclosed in this report may not infringe 

. privately owned rights; or 

·a. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor 
of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, dis~ 
seminates, or provides ·access to, any information pursuant to his 
employment or contract with the Commission, or his emp.loy:meilt 
with such contractor. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Need for Safe Operation 

The.need for safety i.n the operation of a critical facility can
not be over-emphasized. Although mariy safeguards are built into the · 
facility, one cannot forget that a reactor is a ~evice which could have 
destructive capabilities and that the seriousness of a reactor accident 
cannot be overstated. There is always the remote possibility of injury 
and/or exposure to radiation to personnel on the site if the critical 
assembly is handled carelessly or is improperly designede Furthermore, 
the experimental program would be set back many months as a result of · 
replacing damaged equipment, cleaning up contamination, and re-establish-
ing safe procedures. 

Experience in the operation of other reactors has shown that 
accidents, although improbable, can and do occur. In everycase, however, 
the.accident has been preceded by a misoperation, disregard of safety 
rules, improper bypassing of interlocks, misunderstanding as to oper
ational authority, or fau~ty equipment, operation or design. This manual 
contains the procedures, rules and regulations under which the CEND Cri
tical Facilities can be operated safely. The various control and. inter
lock systems are described and regulations for their testing and use are 
set forth. Descriptions are also given of reactor checkout procedures, 
duties of the crew, ground rules for operation, normal.op.erating proced-
ures and emergencyprocedures. · 

.ALL .PERSONNEL ARE TO REGARD THIS MANUAL AS THE BASIS OF OPER
ATION. ANY DEVIATION MUST BE APPROVED IN ADVANCE AS OUTLINED IN SEC
TION IV Ae 

B. Methods of Insuring Safe Operation 

1. The first and foremost prerequisite for safe operation of 
a critical facility lies in the attitude and level of competence of the 
personnel who are responsible for the administration and operation of 
the facility. 

2. A second rule to be followed in conducting all operations 
is that no work will be done under extreme duress of time. 

3. The rules and procedures for the facility must not be un
necessarily restrictive but at the same time should provide for safe 
operation. Non-realistic rules will encourage frequent violation of 
the letter of the law and if this practice is condoned, the spirit of 
the law eventually may be disregarded also. 

4· All equipment used in connection with critical experimen
tation must have a high degree of reliability. 
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5. It will also be required that experimentation.beperformad· 
·only with cores of a typs .approved in tlie Safeguards evaluation. , . . . 

. 6 o Automatic safety dev,icee with a aufficHmt epee<! of ·resp-ons~ 
and· safety margin to accommodate any reactivity changefll which may con•· 
ce±vably be· e'ncountered will at all times be provided. I.n ·addition,·. the 

· con"trol circuitry· of the reactor will include automatic interlocks which 
will enforce an approved gafe sequential startup and operational procf:!ld
ureso. 

7. It will also be absolutely necessary to elisure that all cores 
are ·properly assembled.and loaded to criticalityo 

8o All equipment shall be designed, insofar a.s possible 9 to ·b~. 
"fail safe." Thus, failure of electrical power, air pr0ssurep electronic 
components, etoo, should automatically result in shutting down ·the re~otor 
in a safe manner.· Also, the failure of a mechanical component in the 
reactor should, at worst, not increase· reactiv.i tyJ the failure of :an in-

. strument should be immediately obvious or give. a pessimisti_o reading. 

9 o The deai·gn of all eircui ts, procedures, . etc., shall be such 
that the reactor will be safe ·at'ter a .f!UHinenoe .of. thr&&: impr.obable ·events, 
with the following definitional 

So "Safe" - protected from going onto a fast tranei~nt 
though that transient would be terminated b.y temperature coefficient 
water expulsion without any radiation exposure or mechanical damage. 

b. ·"Improbable" - unlikely under realistic assumptions. 

even -· 

Co· The primary event in the sequence, an excessive addition 
of reactivity, must in itself be improbable. 

do Operator error or inattention may be a primary evento 

eo Inattention bi the entire operating crew or their fail
ure to institute remedial action may be considered a single improbable 
event in. those sequences where their· action could have terminated the 
sequenceo Thus 9 the usual line.of defense is& 

(1) Improbability of causao 

(2) Attention by well-trained crew. 

(3) Operation of electromechanical shutdown system de
spite any single failure. 

lOo It is. considered basically impossible to .protect the reactor 
by ·electromechanical means against sabotage or deliberate suicide by an 
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individual '*ho is reasoriably familiar with its operation •. The basic safe
guard here lies in the. selection of personnel and in the. physical s·eourity 
measures imposed by fences, armed guards, etc., 

llo . During approaches to criticality and subsequent Operations, 
the Crew Chief will have absolute authority over the operation of tha 
reactor., However, if any person present, regardless o.f rank, does not 
consider an act abciutto be taken by or under the diraction of the Crew 

.Chief to .be safe, then all operations will be halted until the disagree
ment is resolved. 

12. There will.be a minimum of three qualified persons present 
at.all·timea during.operation of the reactor., 

13. It should be understood that the rulea·lieted·in this section 
are necessary but not sufficient as the criteria for insuring safe opera
tion. It should be re-emphasized that the primary safeguard in any critical 
experimentation lie,a with the operating personnel and their degree of com
petence. 

C. References·: to Other Do.c:uments 

1 o ·Plant Safety Manual 

The physical safety of personnelp as contrasted with safety .. 
from nuclear radiation arising from the BONUS Critical Faci·lity operati·on, 
is covered by rules set forth in the "Plant Safety ll(anualo" All'super
visory personnel will familiarize themselves withits oof!tents~ especially 
the provisions relating to safety precautions~ accident preve~tion, and 
the responsibility of supervisory personnel toward the safety of ·all per
sons under their supervisory controlo 

2. Security Manual 
' ' ' 

The Company's security provisions are co.vered in the manual 
entitled "Combustion Engineering, Inco, Security Procedures .• " This 
document covers document qontrol, personnel security, and physical sec
urity. It is available for reference in the office of.the Critical 
Experiment Building. J;:n addition, the Security Depart~ent issues mem
orandum covering specific problems such as classified ~aste disposal, 
visitor control, etc. Copies of the late~t procedures are kept with 
the Security Procedures Manual. · · 

3. Accountabili~ Manual 

. CEND baa the legal responsibility to.keep a strict account 
of the location of all the ss or "source and' stratiegic 11 'material that has 

.~ · been· entrusted to the Di vie ion by the AEC. · A list of the accoun.tabili ty 
procedures as required by the AEC will be. kept at all times with the 
Ace~tability Manual. 
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4o Nuclear Safety Manual for CEND (CEND-0022-TDII-5) 

·The purpose of this. manual is to describe the methoder and 
guidelines that Combustion Engineering Nuclear Division uses to.maintain 
a nuclear safe. plant o .· The. general procedures established in it for the 
critical experiment facilities will be adhered to at all times t;~.nd are 
incorporated throughout this .manualo 

5 ." CEND Critical Facilities Safeguards Reports. BO.NtJS .Critical 
Experiment (CE!TD-110) > 

This report, and any later supplements, 'describes in detail 
the core construction, experimental program, hazards a~aiy~i~, etc., for 
·a:given series of experiments. It also provides the reactivity addition 
rates, rod drive speeds, ~ater flow rate, etco, which are approved for 
that particular experimento These limitations must be adhered to at all 
times. Supplements to the Safeguards Report·. will modify the appropriate 
sections of this manual accordingly. · 
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II. · DUTIES AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STAFF 

The operation of a critical facility places a, heavy responsibility 
on the operating personnel. They must be of sound judgment and remain 
calm.in an emergency, and yet be prompt to act correctly when necessary. 
The highest quality of laboratory work must be maintained. An efficient, 
safe approach to every new core loading must be planned and executed. 
Discipline somewhat \mcommon to professional work must be maintained. 
and no uncertainty can be permitted in regard to authority and respon
sibility for each operation. 

To accomplish these objectives, both personnel and job functions 
have been classified into various categories. Sections A, B9 C, and 

.D list the duties and q.ualifications of personnel in relationship to 
the various job functions. Section E summarizes which categories of 
personnel can perform which job functions, and Section F outlines 
further regulations regarding the necessary number of personnel for 
various additional operations. 

A. Operations Personnel 

1. Operator A (Operator in Training) 

Personnel in this category will be in training to become 
qualified reactor operators. An Operator A is expected to become 
profibient in the following areas: 

a. He should understand the basic principles of a nuclear 
reactor. 

b. He should know safety rules and the. reasons for them. 
This includes understanding this manual and the Safeguards Report, 
following the operating procedures and aiding in keeping them up to date, 
knowing the emergency evacuation procedure, and learning the Health 
Physics procedures. · 

c. The operator must learn the purpose, function, and 
limitations of the reactor instrumentation and equipment and be alert 
to recognize any malfunctioning of same. · 

d. He must learn the purpose and function of the 
mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical safety devices. These include 
safety rods, interlocks, scram circuits, operation of the dump valve, 
etc. 

e. He must become familiar with loading procedures and 
safe methods of fuel handling. 

Finally, with the approval of the Critical Facility 
Supervisor, he will be assigned as an operator to run the reactor after 
he has accomplished, under direct supervision, a sufficient number of 
checkouts, approaches to criticality, and hours of critical operation 
to demonstrate his proficiency. 
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2. Operator B (Qualified Operato!J 

The duties of the qualified reactor operator consists of 
the. functional operation of the reactor under .the direction of the 
Crew Chief. This includes .assisting in the checkout of all instru= 
menta prior to the beginning of an experiment~... If any malfunctioning 
instruments or components are discovered by him while conducting a 
checkout, it is his responsibility to inform the Crew Chief .of this 
condition~ During a cri.tical run the operator 1 s .entire effort should 
be directed toward the safe operation of the reactor,· and he should not 
be burdened by secondary tasks. 

His specific responsibilities include the followings 

a. .He will operate the reactor in a safe and competent 
manner under the direction of the Crew Chief. 

b. He villi. conduct scheduled reactor and instrument 
checkouts under th'e direction of the Crew Chief and report all 
malfunctioning. 

c. He will perform core changes under the direction of 
the Crew Chief. · 

d. He will maintain various logs and records as directed 
by the Crew Chief. 

3. Operator C (Operator in Training as Crew Chief) 

An Operator C is a person who has become a qualified 
reactor operator and has been selected by management for training so 
that he may act as Crew Chief. His primary responsibility is·to in
crease in depth his knowledge of reactortheory, operations, and·· 
equipment. 

4· Operator D (Qualified Crew Chief) 

An Operator D is fully .qualified to act as Crew Chief.· He 
has been traineci as an Operator C and certified as an Operator D by 
management on the basis that he has the necessary knowiedge and experi
ence to direct the safe operation of the reactor .under all foreseeable 
circumstances. He must have·a working knowledge of reactor theory as, 
for example, contained in Glasstone 1 s "Principles of Nuclear Reactor · 
Engineerin~." Furthermore, he must have a complete knowledge of the . 
equipment (what the various functions are, .!!& the equipment is required, 
and h2:!_ it functions). In addition, he must have demonstrated over a 
protracted period of time a high level of supervisory ability, good habits 
of caution, safety consciousness and, above all, good judgnient. At the 
discretion of the management, a prospective Operator D may be required 
to take a written examination and to give a formal demonstration of· his 
ability to operate the reactor and direct the crew. 

The speoific duties of the Crew Chief include·the following: 
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a. He i~ responsible fo~ safe operation of the ~eactori 

b. He is .responsible .for the safety of personnel 9 and 
checks the cell before starting each run to insure that no orie remains 
inside. 

c. ·He is responsible for reactor checkout as ou~lin•d ~n 
Section IV C.' 

.d. He is responsible for maintaining the various operation 
log books 9 equipment log books, scram records, etc. (see· also Section 
IX). 

B. Physics Personnel 

1. Categories 

Various categories of reactor physicists have been estab
lished as follows: 

a. Physi.cist A - Personnel. in this category will, in 
general, be recent staff additions who are in training as experimental 
physicists and, as such, may be granted access to the control room 
during a run. 

b. · Physicist B - When fully qualified as ·an experimental 
reactor physicist, an individual will be designated as Physicist B and 
may be assigned the responsibility for conducting an experiment. by the 
Facility Supervisor. · 

c. .Physicist C - A Physicist C will also be fully 
qualified on the safety aspects of the reactor, and may act as a 
Safety Consultant; a Safety Consultant is required to be available 
during each run to aid the Crew Chief on any safety problem that may 
arise. 

d. Physicist D- Inaddition to fulfilling the require-: 
menta of Items band~ above, he will receive training·as a reactor 
operator. 

e. Physicist E - When the Physicist E is fully qualified 
as a reactor operator, he may operate the reactor. It should be clearly 
understood that any such operation will be under the sole di-rection of 
the Crew Chief. · 

f. ·Physicist F- The Physicist F will, in addition to 
the above, be qualified to act as a Crew Chief 9 when necessarr. 

2. Duties of Experimental Reactor Physicists 

a. Prior to Experimentation 
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Th.e Reactor .Physicist is responsible for the planning 
of e~periments in ciorisultation with the Facility Supervisor~. He is 
also responsible for consulting,with the.Crew Chief on the· feasibility 
of his experiment and on briefing the operations personnel on the 
purpose and particulars of the experiment. Following detailed planning 
of the experiment and the preparation of.a written procedure, he will 
o~tain management approval. 

He is responsible for the procurement and/or shop 
fabrication of any special equipment needed.for the experiment and will 
be responsible for seeing that such equipment is obtained on time. 

b. During Experimentation 

The cognizant physicist will be responsible for 
checking the core and any special experimental arrangements prior to 
ea,.ch run. 

·The physicist will be present in the reactor control 
room during the run and will record the data in his own experimental 
log book. The operating log book which is maintained by the operat
crew is intended primarily as a record.of operating rionditions and, 
incidentally, may at times include some experimental data. 

The physicist may make suggestions to the Crew Chief 
during the run, respecting the chain of command among the operating 
staff. For example, if he wishes the operator to use a particular 
control rod for placing the reactor on a rising period prior to foil 
irradiation, he will make this request via the Crew Chief. 

c. After Conclusion of the Experimentation 

The Reactor Physicist will .be responsible for an
alyzing and interpreting the data during.his experiment. The Reactor 
Physicist will prepare the final report on the experiment.· 

C. Health Physics Representative 

The Health Physics representative serves at the staff level 
by advising and assisting the Crew Chief in carrying out his responsi
bility for securing the safety of all persons who might become exposed 
t;o nuclear radiations arising from the operation of the reactor, or 
radioactive materials. In particular, he has the following responsi~ 
bili ties: 

1. He will provide the members of the crew with appropriate 
personnel monitoring devices. 

2. Bewill aid in establishing health physics procedures for 
the various operations. 
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3. He will.advise the Crew Chief as to when and to what 
ext~nt protective clothing- shall be worn~ 

4~ He vdll assist the Crew Chief in determining when cell 
.entry is permissible and specify time limits for work in the vicinity 
of the core, hot fuel, or other radinactive materials. 

5. He will determine the presence of radiation zones and so 
inform the Crew Chief. 

6. He will survey all materials to be removed from .the cell) 
vault) or a radiation zone and .report his findings to the Crew Chief. 

1. He wil direct the decontamination of personnel when 
required, determine the source of any such contamination, and report 
same tp Crew Chief for corrective action. 

a. He will take regular air samples in accordance with stand
ard health physics procedure. 

D. .Critic•l Facility Supervisor 

The Critical Facility Supervisor is a senior staff member·who 
has been selected by management to be in charge of t~e over~all opera
tion of the CEND Critical Facilities. He need not have program respon
sibility (planning of experiments to satisfy specific p~oje6t require
ments, development of techniques, etc.) -for a particular sequence of 
experiments; he is, however, always responsible for the safe operation 
of all critical assemblies. 

His specific responsibilities include the following: 

1. Assign'Operators and Crew Chiefs. 

2. Train Operators and Crew Chiefs. 

3. Acc.ountabili ty of fuel and sources. 

4. Review changes in operating procedures and equipment. 

5. Review checkout .and maintenance of reactor equipment. 

6. Determine entry of workmen into fenced area outside 
building. 

7. Review experimental plans with cognizant physicis.t. 

a. Maintain adequate health physics and emergency 
procedures. 
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E. Reactor Operating Crew 

1. Crew Chief 

There·shall be one Crew-Chief who shall be in_charge of 
operating the reactor. His duties have been defined in Section A. 

The following personnel may act as Crew Chief: 

a. OperatorD 

b. Physicist F 

2. Safety Consultant 

There shall be a safety consultant in attendance at all 
times during the operation of the reactor. His duties have been defined 
in Section B.1.C. This function may be filled by the.following 
personnel: 

a. An Operator D or a Physicist F, provided that he is 
not acting as Crew Chief. 

b. A Physicist C or D. 

3. Cognizant Physicist 

The person whose experiment is being performed on the 
reactor must be in attendance in the control room during all operations 
involving that experiment. This responsibility may ~e delegated to 
another qualified person under special circumstances with the approval
of the Facility Supervisor. 

The following personnel may be assigned experiments by 
the Facility Supervisor: 

a. Physicists B through F. 

It should be noted that a Physicist F, when not acting 
as Crew Chief, and Physicists C through E may act as both Safety 
Consultant and Cognizant Physicist simultaneously. 

4. Reactor Operator 

This function may be performed by: 

a. An Operator B or C. 

b. An Operator D, when not acting as Crew Chief. 
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c. A Physicist E or F 9 when not acting in any of the 
categories described above~ 

.d. . An Operator A or a Physicist D9 ·provided that a 
qualified reacto:r operator as defined in Section II A9 above, is 
present in the immediate vicinity of.the control console. 

In summary 9 a minimum crew for operating the reactor 
consists of a Crew Chief, and Operator 9 and a Safety Consultant. 
In addition, the Cognizant Physicist, who may also be the Safety 
Consultant, must also be present. 

F. Additional Regulations 

1. Personnel acting in the categories outlined in Section D 
will have their names entered in the logbook prior to operation of 
the reactor. 

2. Any deviation from the regulations established in Section· 
D must be approved in writing by the Physics Department Manager prior 
to performance. 

3. A minimum of two persons must be present in the building 
for after-hours work invoiving mechanical or electrical equipment .but 
not requiring operation of the reactor. The second person is ·to be 
available for emergency action and need not be an employee regularly 
assigned to the building. 

4· An Operator D9 Physicist F and one other staff member 
must be present for ~11 core loading changes. 

5. Any personnel who have no immediate interest in the 
·operation of the reactor will not be permitted in the control room 
· .. in order to prevent confusion and distraction of the operating crew 

whose complete attention must be focused at all times on. the task:· 
confronting them. 

6. It will be absolutely forbidden for any personnel to be in 
the reactor cell with the access door closed at any time that there is 
fuel in the core. 
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III. REACTOR FACILITY. 
• 

This section :describes the basic mechanical, hydraulic 9 and instru~ 
ment systems of the CEND critical facility to be used for the BONUS 
critieal experiments. 

A. HYdraulic and Mechanical Components 

L Tanks , Pumps and Val vee 

.a •. Reactor Vessel 

The. over-all view of the reactor struot'IU'e.is shown in 
Figure 1. A coated carbon steel tank l!ight feet in diameter and S®Velil 
feet high and of 3200 gallon capacity is l.ocateci in a.n opening .. in the · 
first.floor decking~ Platforms above and below the main floor facilitate 
handling and maintenance of rod drives, nuclear instrumentation 9 .etc~ 

bo Storage Tank 
.· 

Mounted on the iowest level~ twenty-five feet below 
the first floor level, is a coated carbon steel storagetan.k of. 4000 
gallon capacity and associated pumps and demineralizing unit. 

co Dump Valve 

A six-inch ball valve located in the six-inch fill/ 
drain line (Figures 1 and 2) se.rves for moderator dump. The valve is 
closed by a compressed air operated cylinder. acting against a ·spring so· 
connected that thevalve opens on loss of air pressure and/or electric~l 
power due toa scramor component failure. This valve.will permit the. 
full reactor to be emptied in 3 minutes .at an i~i tial re;te of fall of 
about 0.68 inches per second. It should be emphasized that this system 
is used only as a "back-up 01 safety device~ the primary (fast) saf'et:r. 
shutdown mechanism consists of the rapid insertion of. the safety :rods. 

d. Main Pump 

The reactor vessel is filled from the storage tank by 
a 7-1/2 hp 100 gpm centrifugal pump. This pump is· also used to circu
late water, via the overflow line 9 when desired •. The .. flow rate is limited 
by a lockedvalve acting ·as an adjustable orifice whioh·can be set to 
meet the maximum water addition rates for various coreB.o The flow rate 
can be further reduced by a motor operated throttle valve oparated from 

· the control room. · · 

The calibration of the locked valve is checked by 
observing the rate of rise of water in the reactor vessel every time 
the setting is changed (one inch equals.31.3 gallons in the empty reactor 
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vessel and 25.6 gallons when the fuil BONUS mockup is insta.lled)o 
calibration is also checked at regular intervals ~y the uae of an 
trical prol)e for determining water heightso The key for this and 
other locked valves is controlled_ by the Crew ·chief P. as discussed 
Section IV A~ · 

e. Overflow Linea 

The 
elec
all 
in 

A permanent 3" overflow line runs from near.the top 
of the reactor vessel to the storage tank. Provision im made for addi~ 
tio~ of a 3" overflow line inside the tank_whose height would be adjust
able-o At present this line is blanked off. 

These lines do not contain any valves or sharp bends 
and-either one of them is adequate to take the full discharge flow_from 
the pump without a serious rise in water level in the vessel. The super
heater pressure tubes extend over the top of the vessel so that they 
:cannot be accidentally flooded even if the overflow line became 
obstructed. 

f. Microfill/Drain and Millidrain System (Figure 2) 

Secondary hydraulic s,-steme, the "microfill/drai:n" 
system and the "mi1lidrain" system are employed to produce small 
changes in water height. The use of these systems for partial water 
height experiments is discussed in Section IV F. 

_ The microfill system consists of a 20 gpm pump 
(supplied from the storage tank) whose outlet is connected, via a 
looked valve, to a line running over the top of the reactor vesselJ 
the line runs into a tube vhich extends to the bottom of the .vessel to 
prevent wave formation while the pump is being operated.· Power for the 
microfill pump is interlocked with the control rod drives so that power 
is available and can be utilized only under_conditions similar to those 
applying to control rod withdrawal after the water·has been brought 
above the top of the-core. Furthermore, the pump cannot-be energized 
unless the "Partial Water Height" key is turned on. Lower values of 
flow rate will be maintained, if required, by the setting of the locked 
valve on the pump outlet. 

The microdrain system consists of a normally closed 
solenoid valve in a one inch diameter drain line in parallel with the 
dump valve. The millidrain system, which permits more rapid draining 
than the microdrain system9 consists of a normally closed solenoid 
valve in a two inch diameter line, also in parallel with the dump valve. 
Power for these systems is interlocked so that it is available and can 
be applied whenever the "Partial Water Height" key is turned on. Esti
mated flow rates are 60 gpm for the microdrain line and 250 gpm for 
the millidrain line. 
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.g. Demineralizer Loop (See Figure 2) 
' . 
A demineralizer system is provided to maintain the 

··water at an adequate degree of. purity. The. system consists of a loop 
which contains a small pump, appropriate valving, and resin-bed ion 
exchange demineralizer.of 4 gpm capacity. This system is supplied 
from the building water supply via a free-fall tank or from the stor
age tank_and discharges.into the storage-tank. It may.thus be operated 
independently of the reactor safety interlocks whenever required to 
maintain adequate water purity. 

2. · Neutron Source· 

The reactor startup source is a doubly encapsulated 
Po-:Be source 2.5 inches long x 0o30 inches diameter and is stored in a 
24" diameter x 24" long paraffin and borax filled steel container lo""! 
cated on the upper platform among the rod packages. Source strength 
generally ranges from 20 curies initially to about 1 curie at replace
ment time. The source capsule is placed in a secondary sealed brass 
container 4.25 inches longby 0.375 inches diameter attached to a · 
cable, and is guided-into its core location by·5/8" diameter stainless 
steel tubing.. The cable is gear driven, and; to give jam protection, 
a friction clutch is located between the drive unit and the motot-gea~ 
reducer unit. Up and down limit control is provided by two microswitches. 

A careful check is _made when locating the down. limit 
.switch to insure that the source will not be lowered below the center 
of reactivity in the core. :By the use of suitable tubing, the source 
may be guided into any desired location within limitations imposed by 
core dimensions. 

Source position is sensed by a helipot on the drive unit. 
and indicated to z 1 inch by a voltmeter on the console.· 

;. Lower Support Structure 

· Four support columns are used to suspend the lower· support 
structure from the top flange of the reactor tank. The lower support 
is approximately six feet square, and is fa~ricated from coated C$rbon 
steel. The bottom grid plates, which support the entire weight of the 
fuel and other core components, are attached to the support structure 
with clamps and bolts, .permitting flexibility in location.· Space!'S and 
jigs are used for final alignment prior to tightening the hold~down 
boltso 
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B. Control Rod Drive Ststem 

1. General 

The overhead·control rod drive.paokages are supported on 
a grating and may be·positioned at any point over the tank. Connections 
to the control rods are via. turnbuckles and quiok disoonnec.ts. 

2. Safety Rode 

The safety rods are moved· by scrammable drive units shown· 
in Figure 3 •. structuraily, the drive consists of an A.C. motor, gear 
box, magnetic clutch, drive shaft 9 pinion gear, and rod rack. The upper 
end of the rack actuates position indication and limit switches. Fine 
rod position l.s sensed.by a precision helipot geared to the drive shaft 
after the clutch and is indicated by a sensitive digital ratiometer· on 
the· control console. An oil~filled dashpot assembly is incorporated 
into the rack vertical guide and is suitable forrods from 60 to 10.0 
pounds in weight. Provision is made for the operation of up to eight 
safety rods. In general, 6 to 8 safety rods will beused; an interlock 
requires that an' absolute minimum of two be employed •. 

· 3 • Shim ·Rods 

The shim rods are .moved by non-sorammable.cab~e drive 
units shown in Figure 4. Each unit consists of an A.C. motor, gear box~ 
and drum on which a cable is wound. Limit switches indicate position 
an.d prevent overtravel in either direction. Fine position is sensed 
by a precision helipot. As discussed below, the interlock circuitry 
permits only one shim rod at a time to be withdrawn and only if the 
safety rods have first been withdrawn. Furthermore, the ehi~ rods are 
automatically driven into the core when a scram occurs. Provision is 
made for the operation of up to twelve shim rods • 

. 4· Safety Considerations 

CEND Critical Facility Operating Rules require that an 
absolute minimum of 2% c5k be available as fast safety in th.e form of 
two or more raised ecramma~le control rods whenever there is water in 
the coreG The purpose of this is to provide rapid shutdown if the 
reactor, by some improbable sequence of events 9 were to become super
critical even during the initial fill. 

Depending on the worth of the rods 9 the required fast 
safety can be obtained in two ways: (1) two or more sorammable rods 
fully withdrawn ( 11 cocked") before water can be added to the· core~·or 
(2) all the scrammable rods withdrawn to some intermediate position in 
the core (safety point) prior to water addition. .Method (1:) has the 
following disadvantages: 
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a •. There is a period of time before the rods reach the 
water. 

b. iThe incremental rod 'iJOrth ·aa. the rods enter the water . 
(the top of the su'percritical core) is relatively low.· 

Co The initial rate and shutdown margin would be halved 
if, for example, one of ~o safety rods were to become stucko 

' Method (2), used at the CEND Critical Facili~ies, has the· 
advantage that it will produce a larger rate Qf decrease of reactiv:lt;r 
in the period immecUately after receipt of a scram signal (the time.· 
when it is needed most} since more rods are starting at a p·o:l,nt where 
the differential rod worth is much higher than a.t the top .of the core. 

. . 

In addition to the 2%ok fast safety requirements outlined 
above., it. is also necessary to have a minimum of 2% 8k control ma~gin . . 
between the safety point and oriticalityJ this is required to ensure 
that criticality will not be attained during the initial fill.· Thils, 
with all control elements fully inserted, k ff must be~~96, and with 
the safety rods at the safety point, k mHstbe ~.98. The 2% control 
margin consists of theworth of the po,{tons of the partially withdrawn 
safety rods still in the core and/ or the worth of additional· ·fully. in- · 
serted non-scrammable shim rods. The condition in.which the·safety. 
rods ·are at the safety point and the shim rods are fully. inserted cis. 
termed "rods in safety pattern," and is a prerequisite .for initial fill c.· 
After the water has .risen above the core, criticality may be .attained 
by withdrawal of the shim rods and/or further withdrawal of the safety 
rods from the safety point~ · 

Except for reactor shutdown, none of the safety rods. may
normally be driven below the safety point unless the shim rods are downo 
Thus, an absolute minimum of 2%c5'k is always.available as fast safetyo 
If any safety rod is inadvertently driven below the safety point, pump 
power and withdrawal power to all rods ("critical power") is:automati
cally removed. To recover it is neoeseary.to take the reactor sub
critical by driving the shim rods to the down limit and inserting the 
startup source or; when permiss;lble, to use the single rod recovery 
system described below. 

5o Summary of Restrictions· 

The rod control circuits provide the following restric
tions on the operation of the control rods: 

a. Safety or shim rods may be withdrawn only one at a 
time by spring return switches.· 
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·:b.. Any number. of rods may be driven down at any time 9 

either individually .or as a group. In addition 9 they may be driven 
down simultaneously ·nth the withdrawal of one addi tiona! rod. It. 
should be noted 9 however, that tscri tioal power" is. removed if any of . 
the safety rods.a.re driveD below the safety point unless .all installed 
shim rods are down. · As a consequence of this restriction, when shim 
roda are present,· they· are the only. rode that may be calibrated ovsr 
·their entire length unless the single rod recovery system ma.y be.ueed. 

c. An absolute minimum of two safety rode must be in-
sta~led. 

· 6. . Setting of Safety·· Point 

The numb.er of safety versus shim rods, .. their location in 
the core, and the location of the safety point limit switches on the 
safety rods are determine_d for each new core loading by· oalcula tion 
and/or by previous measurements of rod worth in similar cores. This 
decision is constantly evaluated during the initial loading of each 

·core. 

1. Rod Speed Control 

The maximum rod speed, which is controlied by the gear 
box ratio, is determined by the·maximum incremental worth of the con
trol rods so that the reactivity rate of 0.04% ok/sec is not exceededo 
Speeds of approximately 5, 10, 15 9 and 20 inches per minute are avail
able for all rodeo The voltage to the drive motors may be reduced by 
a variac on the control console, thus further. reducing the rod· drive 
speed for fine control. · 

So Magnetic Clutch Power 

, Power for the mapetic clutches on the safety rods is . 
supplied from composite safety amplifiers J ·the current is adjusted to 
the lowest value for which there is no slippage of a suspended rod. · 

· In the event of a scram signal, this pover is automatically removed 
causing the magnetic clutches to disengage, releasing the rods. At 
the same time, all of the shim rods are automatically driven into the 
core at their normal rate. 

9. Drop Characteristics of the Safety Rods 

Drop times have been measured for a fifty pound rod 
falling twelve inches from rest. The average of measurements. made on 
several drives is 390 milliseconds from release of power to the mag
netic clutch. These .measurements are made on a PG.riodic basis to 
ensure that the units are functioning properly. 
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10. Rod Drop Switches 

S~itches loca~ed on the control console permit manual 
interruption of current to the electromagnetic clutches on the indi
vidual safety rods'. These switches may thus be used for dropping any 
selected safety rod at any time without scramming the reactor. Of 

"course, clutch. power to _all safety rods is independently turned off 
in the event of a·scram signal. 

11. Single Rod Recovery System 

As discussed above 9 "Critical Power" (for withdrawing·rods, 
microfilling, etc.) is normally lost if any safety rod is dropped or 
driven below its safety point unless all installed shim rods are down •. 
This is done to insure that the required minimum of 2% 6 k fast safety 
is maintained - i.e.,to prevent the reactor from being kept critical by 
safety rod insertion compensated by shim rod withdrawal. 

On occasion,· however, it is necessary and safe to operate 
with one of the safety rods below the safety point. This is required for: 

a. Recovery from a rod drop experiment, in which a measure
ment of the rate of decay of neutron flux can be related. to the worth of 
the rod which has been dropped, 

b. Recovery from inadvertently driving one· of the safety 
rods below the safety point, 

c. Calibration, by period techniques, of a safety rod 
below its safety point when the insertion of this rod is compensated 
by withdrawal of another rod. 

The Single Rod Recovery System will only be used if the 
remaining safety rods, at or above their safety point, provide the re
quired 2% cSk fast safety. The system will not permit recovery from a 
condition in which more than. one safety rod is below ita safety point 
or in which less than two safety rods remain above their safety points. 

The Single Rod-Recovery _System consists of a key-switch 
and a rotary selector switch. These switches may only be operated by 
the Crew Chief.. This system changes the "safety rods at or above 
safety point" requirement for maintenance of "critical power" to 9 

essentially, "all but the selected safety rod at or above safety point." 

In summary, this system may only be used if the remaining 
safety rods maintain the required 2% Sk fast safety; does not alter 

,any other required interlocks; and permits recovery only when at least 
two rods remain at or above their safety points and only one rod is 
below its safety pointo · 
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c. Nuclear Instrumentation and·Scram Circuitry 

1. Nuclear Instrumentation 

The nuclear.instrumentation ia.shovm by the block diagram 
of Figure 5. se·ven detectors - four. BF ooun"t'era and three uncompen
sated BF i.on chambers - are used to cofer ranges from startup .to full 
powero Of· these seven; five are capable of scramming the reaotor9 three 
by· excessively low· period and two by· exoesei.vely high power leveL 

~. These detectors, contained in 5~ diameter aluminuin tubes~ 
introduced horizontally through the reactor vesselwall, are located .in 
the vessel at various distances from the core. The detectors are sur
rounded in the tube by polyeth,-lene in order. to provide soma moderatioh 
for increase in sensitivity during initial filL 

. - , . 

The three scram channels outlined below must be operable 
at all times o Sufficient spare equipment is maint~dnecl to ·permit thie o 

a. Channel E - linear level scram adjustible range 

(1) 

Hl 

Uncompensated :BF
3 

ion chamber (ReU.ter-Stokes 
Type RSliT-5) 
:Beckman linear~ammeter 
Matching amplif!er ~ · . 
Composi ta safety amplifier (Hone,Well 463'9-A) 
1500 volt chamber supply (Atomic 312) 

· b. Channel F - Period scram 

.~~~ ~ 
(3) 

Uncompensated BF
3 

ion chamber 
Log N and period amplifier (ORNL) 
1500 volt chamber supply 

c. Channel G - linear level scram fixed range 

Uj 
(4 

·~ 

Uncompensated BF~ ion chamber 
D.C. Preamplifia~ · 
Composite safety amplifier 
1500 volt chamber supply 

•.' 

The four information channels, of which at least one log 
.a.nd one linear channel a:re required to be operable 9 areconstitutedas 
follows: ~ 

d. Channels A and c - log level 9 period 'indication 
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Uj ... · 
(3 

Hl . 
(7) 

.I j .. 1 r · : ·. 

. . . . 

BF~ ·pulse counter (RCL 10502) 
Pr!!amplifier 
L~.·near amplifier (ORNL-AID) 
Log count rate meter (ORNL) 
Period amplifier (ORNL) · 
Simplytrol meter-relay 
2500 volt chamber supply 

e. Channels B and D - linear lev.el indication, adjust
able range instruments 

BF~ pulse counter 
Pr~amplifier 
Linear amplifier 
Linear count rate meter (ORNL) 
2500 volt counter supply 

Of these instruments, Channels A, B, c, D9 and E are 
normally an scale during startupJ at least Channel A or C, Channel B or 
D, and Channel E must be on scale at this time. Intermediate power is 
normally monitored by Channels C, D, E, and F. High.power operation ia 
monitored by Channels E, F 9 and G, none Qf which may ever 'be above :full 
scale. 

:The response times of identical equipment .of the NUSU 
critical assembly have been measured, as follows. Data a;re given below 
for the case of a step increase in level starting from zero input 
signal, .the time being from applicatio:n of the step to removal of 
clutch magnet voltage. · 

' Channel Detector Measuring Instrument Scram ~ 

A BF3 Counter Log CRM - Period Amp. Period 2000 msec 

c ~3 Counter Log CRIII - Period Amp. Period 2000 msec· 

E UIC Beokman~mmeter Leirel 275-1370 msec 
· depending on range 

F UIC Log N - Period Amp. ·.Period 95 msec 

G UIC Composite Amp. Level . 20 msee 

It can be seen that while the low level startup chan
nels (A and C) are relatively slow (i.e., generally abQut 2 sec delay) 9 
a period scram vith 0.1 sec delay covers the medium and high level 
regions and a level scram with only 0.02 seo delay will initiat.e a 
scram if.the level should reach the 1000 watt (or lower) point before 
other instruments can respond. 
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2 o Rod Drop Instrument So-rams 
- · .. ··_, 

A s·cram bT rod drop is effected b;y any one of the fol~ 
lowing oondi.tione (see Fi·gure 6) ~ 

ao High level on Channel E 

bo Low period on Channel Fo 

Co High level on Channel G 

do Low period on both Channels A and c. This is not an 
offieji.ally required scram circuit and may 'be bypassed., if either_chan.,; 
nel is not functioning properly, at the discretion of the Crew Chief;. 

eo: Manual scram (also dump moderator) 

Coincident with a rc:>d scram, the following actions are 
performed automatically: 

a. Shim rods are driven in to the doWn limit. 

bo · The circulating pump is turned off, pre-,enting addi
tion of moderator to the reactor vesselo 

c. Withdrawal power to all .rode is cut off, preventing 
rod withdrawal until the scram is reseto 

do The miorofill system is de-activated, preventing the 
addition of moderator to reactor vesselo 

3o :Moderator Dump Instrument Scrams 

Fast safety is provided at all times by the rod drop 
scrams ~utlined aboveo Supplementary reactivity removal is provided 

· by dumping the moderator on verification of the single scram signal 
(which has already· dropped the safety rods. and caused the shim rods to 
be driven in) by an independent signal from a separate.channelo. This. 
prevents loss of moderator on a spurious scram signal from any.single 
channelo 

.. 
Moderator dump is effected tinder each·of the :f'oll()wing 

conditions {see Figure 6 ).o 

ao High level on E and low period on F 

b. High level. on E and high level on G 

Co Low period on F and high level on G 
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d.· ·Low peri_od·()nA and c~ 13-nd high level onE 
. ~-·".:_,:_ ,_ __ J I > ' l 

eo Mamiai · scr~m 

Each channel on sensing the existence of a scram condi
tion causes a scram by opening a relay contact o This c·ontaot ·remains 
open until the scram is reset~ Since this is the"case, the two and 
three channel requireuient·s for water dump constitute a verification of 
scram rather than a coincidence. In addition,·. it"· should be not·ed. ~hat 
water dump is alway-s preceded, if only by· a fev milli-seconds, by .. a 
rod scram. It should.also be noted that a real transientwill always 
initiate a moderator dump even if one of ·the officially required chan
nels (E, F, or··G') 'fail~ to respond at this crucial moment 9 Le. 9 any 
two·· of th_e t·hree channels· can produce a water· dUmp.· 

-Coincident vi·th- a moderator dump scram 9 . power is also 
·-removed from ~ component·which was receiving it via a bypass. 

4. Audible· >Monitor . 

. . ·The audible monitor· oons·iets o-f a BF .3. ·counter· (located 
in one of the instrument ports), an amplifier, a HV power supply, a 
count rate meter, and a speaker. The amplifier, power_supply, and· 
meter are located on the dump valve platform; the speaker is located 
under the rod drive platform and can be. heard throughout the cell. 

The audible monitor .receives power via a, normailyclosed 
contact on the "access door closed" relay in the interlock system, 
i.e., only when the· ceil access door is open •. This_is done to prevent 
damage to the sensitive monitor by detection and indication of a high 
neutron flux during reactor operation. 

D~ Non-Nuclear Instrumentation 

1. Rod Position Instrumentation 

Rod position is sensed by· Helipots in the rod drive 
packages and is-indicated for any. one rod at a time either by a sensi
tive digital ratiollieter(to.:!:. .01 inch) or by a coarse position volt
meter (to.:!:. 0.5 inch}. 

2. Water Flow Instrumentation 

The water flow rate in the main fill line is sensed ·by a 
pneumatic pressure differential transmitter across ari orifice in a 
bypass line, with remote indication on the control console. 
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3. Water Level Instrumentation 

Liquid level .in the storage tank is indicated by a sight 
glass on the t~nk. 'The liquid level in the reactor vessel is sensed 
by a preSfiiJUre sensitive pneumatic transmittar located on the bottom of 
the vessel. Remote indicationis given by a guage on the control con-
s~le. · 

Water height in the reactor tank can als.o be more ~ccu
rately determined (+ 0.01 in.) by an electrical probe attached to a 
spare non-scrammable control rod drive package. The probe is insu~ated 
from the rod drive cable and operates by completing an electrical cir
cuit ~hrough the water in the reactor tank. Continuity indication is 
registered by a _microammeter in the reactor console and position is 
indicated on the digital ratiometer. Variability in water height .. 
measurements from surface tension effects is reduced 'Qy always approach
ing the surface from the same direction, preferably from above. 

The "water above core" relay in the interlookcircuitry 
is ·closed by a normally open pressure operated switch which trips when the 
level in the.reactor vessel exceeds a preset height. 

4. Annunciators 

The annunciator system, which consists of. a horn and a 
panel of light, announces any abnormal conditions. The following.condi
tions are annunciated: 

a.. Scrams (type and instruments responsible) 

b. Bypasses in use 

c. Water flow or pressure higher than normal 

d. Partial water height key on 

e. Pump hold key on 

f. Any circuit breaker tripped 

E. Reactor Console 

The reactor operator is seated facing the central section of 
the console. To his right and left are two diagonally placed side sec
tions. The a·loped panel directly in front of him facilitates .the mani.p
ulation of the various controls. Above it, directly in his field of 
vision, are those annunciat·ors and recorders which require constant 
operator surveillance. Figure 7 is a photograph of the control console, 
and Figure 8 identifies the various components of the console. 
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IV. OPERATING PROCEDURE.S .· 

A. Administrative Control 

1. Experimental ·Programs and Methods 

ao All experimental programs and techniques must have the 
prior approval of the Physics Department Manager. 

b. An Experimental Safety Review Committee, consisting of 
senior me~mbers of the. Physics Department P serves as an advisory staff to 
the Physics Department Manager in evaluating experimental programs and 
techniques.· The Committee includes but is riot·limited to the following 
items in its review of each experiment. proposed: 

(1) the· proposed core loading, number and type of con~ 
trol elements, location of safety ~oint, etc., 

(2) the method to be employed in the initial approach 
to criticality, 

(3) maximum rod withdrawal speeds and water addition 
rates, 

(4) any special experimental arrangement, e.g., void 
simulation, flooding and voiding of superheatersections, partial water 
height experiments, etc., 

(5) the void coefficient·of the proposed core, 

(6) the temperature coefficient of the proposed core. 

2 •. Revisions and Deviations 

a. Control, Interloc·k and Scram Circuitry 

(1) Major changes in the facility, overall program, 
oper~ting philosophy or control, will first .be reviewed with the CEND 
Nuclear Safety Committee, composed of senior members of the Nuclear 
Division and then submitted for approval to the U. S. Atomic Energy Com~ 
mission. 

(2) Minor changes which do not affect the overall 
operation or safety of the reactor (e.g., .the addition of extra signal 
lights, replacement of switches or relays) require the approval of the 
Critical Facility S~pervisor. 

b. Operating Procedures and Ground Rules 

Deyiations from the established operating procedures and 
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ground rules for a single experiment or series of experiments must be 
approved as follows: 

(l) .. Approval inust be obtained from the PhYsics Depa.rt
ment Manager, who.is advised by the Experimental Safety neview Comm~ttee. 

(2) At the discretion of the Phys'ics Department Manager, 
the proposed deviation may be referred to the CEND Nuclear Safety Com
mittee for approval. 

(3) If the proposed c~ange is sufficiently basic in 
nature to affect the overall hazards evaluation (e.g., maximum reactivity 
addition rate, new methods of adding reactivity)p the matter will be · 
submitted .to the AE.C for approval. 

3. Cell Access 
~· .. t 

a. The reactor cell is secured with a co~bine.tion padlock 
during the evening and weekend hours and. in the absence. of designated 
members of the operating crew. 

b. The combination of the cell access padlock is known only 
to persons qualified to act as Crew Chiefs. 

c. During approaches to criticality and any subsequent 
critical operation of the reactor, the cell access door is secured by a 
doorknob.lock. The key is stored in the repository described below and 
is controlled by the Crew Chief. 

4. Reactor Keys 

a. All keys are kept in a locked repository in the control 
room. 

b. The key to this repository is kept in the ·Crew Chief's 
safe when not in use. 

c. The Control P,ower key willbe reJeased to the operator 
for checkout by the Crew Chief when he removes the cell door security 
combination padlock and opens the doorknob lock. The Operate key will be 
released only afte.r the checkout is· satisfactorily completed. 

d. Interlock Bypass keys will be released, as.required, for 
testing components, by the Crew Chief. 

e. The Access Door Interlock Bypass key will be released by 
the Crew Chief only on prior approval by the Cri t.ical Facility. Supervisor 
for each particular use. · 

f.·· The partial water height and circulating pump hold keys 
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are to be ·operated only by the.Crew Chiefo 

g. ·The doors .to the control console are normally kept 
locked; the key is controlled by the Crew Chief'and is released only 
·for making authorized changes or repairs in the instrumentation and· 
control circuitr~. 

h. The keys.for the locked valves in the hydraulic system 
are to be used.by the Crew Chief only on prior approval of the_ Facility 
Supervisor. 

· 5· · Personnel. · 

a. The qualification of personnel as crew chief, reactor 
operator, etc.» is determined by written or oral examination by the 
Critical Facility Supervisor, with approval of the Physics Department 
Manager. 

b. The designation of persollllel to act as crew chief, 
physicist;, operator, etc., for a particular run or series of runs is 
performed_py the Critical.Facility Supervisor. 

B. interlock System 

A block di•g~am of the interlock control ~yst~m is shown in 
Figure 9. This circuitry acts to allow application of power to various 

·qo-mponents of the reactor only when certain conditions are satisfied. 
It has been designed as far as possible to be fail.safe; to impose a rigid, 
safe startup sequence; and to make certai~ that unsafe.post-startup op
erations are impossible. A detailed up-to-date wiring diagram is main
tained on the wall in the Control Room • 

. A description of the startup procedure is given below to il- · 
lustrate. the logical sequences ~nforced by the control-:·system. Devia- · 
tiona fro~· this sequence are prohibited by both the interlock circuitry 
and the operating rules .... The use of jumpers to short out an interlock 
is absoluteiy prohibited; however, a keyswitch operated interlock bypass 
system is used to provide power· for testing individual·components in .a 
safe manner. · 

i. Startup_ 1 Seguence (see figure 9) 

a. Power to drive the source and rods down-is available 
whenever the control power is turned ono 

b. Rod clutch power may be obtained whens 

all scram signa+s have been cleared, 
the cell access door is closed~ the dump valve is 

open, 
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(3) .and the source is in place • 
. Note.that clutch powe::r .is maintained.after the source 

.is removed, in order to permit post critical operation. 

c. Withdrawal power to the safety rods in the Safety Zone 
may now be obtained if1 

safety point, 

gized after: 

time. 

vessel: 

a neutron count rate meter is on scale, 
no interlocks have been bypassedp 
the source is still in place, 
and all rods have been fully inserted~ 

d. Dump valve closure power is availablez 

(1) after the safety rods have been withdrawn to the· 

if the source is stiil.in place, 
the shim rods are still at the down limit, 
and the cell a~cess door has been closed. 

e. The "Reactor On" light and Running Time meter are ener-

the dump valve is closed, 
and the Operate key-switch has been turned on •. 

f. The main flow control valve is normally.opened at this 

g. The main pump may now be turned on to fill the. reactor 

(1) if the ~ods are still in the safety patt~rn. 
The pump start switch normally act~ as. a spring 

return push button which must be held downfor as long as it is desired 
to run the.pump. For some types of Approaches to Criticality (See Sec
tion IV E) this switch can be converted to an On/Off two-position system 
by use of a ke~ewi tch operated by the Crew Chief. 

h. The main pump is run until·: 

(1) the water is brought above the top of the core. 
Note that the setting of this interlock is actually 

at 6 inches above the top of the active fuel region, insuring that any 
further ~ddition of water will have a negligible reactivity effect. For 
some experiments the water is raised an additional 6 inches to provide 
extra shielding during high level foil irradiations. 
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i. After the water rises above .the top o: the core: 

(1) the rods are withdrawn from the Safety Pattern until 
the reactor is b~ought critical. 

2. Post Critical Operation 

a. ·After the water rises above the top of the core: 

(1) the main pump, in conjunction with the reactorvessel 
overflow, may be run as a circulating system so long as the water remains 
above·. the core. 

(2) Critical Power is now available fora 

(a) withdrawal of safety rods above the safety point, 
(b) ~withdrawal of shim rods from the down limit, 
(c) or microfilling (see Section IV F·) 
as long as · · 

·(a) the water remains above the ~ore, 
(b) ~ the circulating pump is turned off and the 
flow control valve is closed, 
{c) and the safety rods remain above. the safety 
point-unless the shim rods are down or no shim rods 
are installed. 

b. Note that only one means of adding reactivity (control 
rod withdrawal ,.2! microfilling 2.!: operation of the circulating pump) is 
available at any one time. 

c. ·Facility Checkout and Maintenance 

The facility and all related equipment will be inspected and main
tained on a. periodic basis to prevent, insofar as possible, any malf~nction
ing.which could impair the safety and effeciency of operation of the reactor. 

Appendix II describes in detail the inspection and maintenance 
procedures which are conducted on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. A 
summary of these procedures follows: 

1. Daily Procedures 

a. D-lz Energizing and checkout of console and cubicle. 

b. D-2: Opening and checkout of cell. 

c. D-3: Checkout of nuclear instrumentation and scram cir-
circuitry. 
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d. D~4: De-energizing and securing celL 

e. D-5: . De-energizing console and cubicle. 

2. Weekly Procedures 

a. W-1: ·Inspection and lubrication of all mechanical 
equipment. 

b. W-2: Inspection of demineralizer. 

3. Monthly Procedures 

a. M-1: Operational check of interlocks, bypasses and 
·alarms. 

b. M-2: Testing of nuclear instrumentation linearity, 
response times, and _calibration~ 

D. Loading Changes 

1. All loading changes will be made with the Cre·w Chief and 
at least ·one other person present. 

2~ The Vault Custodian and all others having access to the . 
vault or cell combination must be "Q" cleared personnel. Fuel out of 
storage must be c.ontinually attended by "Q" or "L". cleared individuals. 
The various storage locations are as follows: _the vault,_core, cell 
balcony, and Counting Room safe. 

3. All work with fuel and other radioactive materials will 
be subject to radiation hazards evaluation by the assigned health 
physics representative, who will make recommendations to the Crew 
Chief regarding working time limitations, protective clothing, etc. 
(See also Section II E and Section VIII). · 

4. Insertion of the reactor source will not be required as 
long as the low range instruments are on scale. Indic.ation of an 
instrument scram will be provided by_an audible alarm in the cell con
nected to the s'cram circuitry. 

5. The audible neutron monitor located in the cell shall 
be operating and.clearly audible. 

6. ALL CHANGES SHALL BE MADE WITH A DRY CORE WITH EXCEPTIONS 
DESCRIBED IN SECTION IV.H.3, "ACCESS DOOR BYPASS." 

. . . . 

7. All changes must be recorded in the logbook prior to 
operation. 
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E. Initial Approa6h to Criticality 

For a given core, •. one of the three .following methods will be 
specified for the initial approach to criticality. 

1. Type I- 1/M by Fuel Loading Steps 

This metbbd is used for new cor~s when major changes in in
strumentation, interlocks or source-detector-core geometry have been ef
fected~ The probability of going critical on any step during water ad
dition when ~ontrol rods are in the safety ~attern is considered remote. 
The procedur~ to be followed is outlined below: 

a. Use of the "dea,d marin sw.i tch on the water circulating 
pump is not mandatory; the "hold" key may be usedo 

b. Beginning with no fuel, source in, water at maximum 
height, take counts on all channels of adequate sensitivity with rods 
in the safety pattern and then with all rods out; take water up, source 
out reading and subtract as background for all subsequent readings. 

c. Insert control rods, dump water, and add fuel in initial 
increments of approximately 20~ of the expect~d core loading; fill vessel 
with .water and take counts as described above. 

d. Plot 1/M vs fuel loading at each step, extrapolating to 
obtain critical loading for each case. 

e. Reduce subsequent increments in order to approach crit
icality in a conservative manner; this will require judgment on the part 
of the crew, includin~ proper interpretation of the inetruments. The 
last fuel addition .shall be limited to a reactivity ch~nge no greater 
than one half of the control margin provided by the rod pattern (i.e., 
no greater than one half the reactivity difference between the safety 
pattern with water up and critical). 

2. Type II - 1/M on Water Addition and Rod Withdrawal 

This method will be applied if the core characteristics are 
known from previous experiments and it is being r~-installed or for new 
cores or for modific~tions in existing cores when the change in re
activ~ty associated with the modifications is greater than one h~lf of 
the control margin of the existing core. A stringent requirement is 
that no major changes in instrumentation, interlocks or source/detector/ 
core geometry will have occurred prior to or during the core loading. 
Although the probability ·of reaching criticality on water, when all con
trol elements are in the safety pattern, is small, the uncertainty in
herent in predicting criticality or in loading requires caution in all 
steps leading to reactivity additions. 
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Under normal conditions the startup instruments are in the 
hori!Zonta1 ports and the source is at the center of the core (16 and 24 
inches, respectively·fromthe bottom of the fuel). This configuration 
ensures that the addition of water in the upper half of the core is seen 
by the ;instruments asmultiplication arid not as attenuation 9 geometrical· 
or reflector effects. Below this height the response is complex and must 
be known for a given source/detector/core geometry before this method 
may be used. The presence of the Critical Facility Supervisor or his 
designee in the control room is required during all approaches to crit~ 
icality using this method. The procedure to be followed is outlined 
below: 

· a. Load the full core. 

b. With the source in and the control rods in the Safety 
Pattern, take ~ zero. reading on all channels of adequate sensitivity. 

c •. Using the "dead man" switch on the circulating pump, 
raise water level to the bottom of the fuel, stop filling and take counts 
on all channels. Note - the use of the "hold" key on the.water circulat
ing pump is forbidden during this entire portion of the startup· procedure. 

d. Continue filling in increments of about 10% of the 
core height, pausing long enough between water additions to observe stable 
neutron levels on the recorders. Measurements of 1/M or withdrawal of 
source at each level will be ordered by the Facility Supervisor on a 
basis of a comparison of the behavior of level recorders and period meters 
with a known behavior in previous similar cores. 

e. If criticality with the rods in the Safety Pattern ap
pears imminent while the water is being raised, the reactor will be shut 
down. After an investigation of both the core condition and of the cal
culations supportin~ the loading which was choseri, the loading will be 
reduced and the procedure will be repeated. 

f. Wheri the tank is full, withdraw control rods individually 
to the first of a set of incremental positions appropriate to expected 
core characteristics. The frequency of 1/M measurements will again be 
determined by the Facility Supervisor. The main pump "hold" .key may be 
used at this time (since the water is above the core) to maintain cir
culation, if desired. 

3· Type III - Quasi-Continuous Approach to Criticaiity 

When criticality has been obtained by one of the preceding 
methods, and provided the core modifications have been simple and well 
within the control range of the rods, approaches will be made in a 
quas:i..continuous rather thap . stepwise manner. All such changes are limited 
to less than one half of the control margin (i.e., reactivity difference 
between the Safety Pattern with water up and critical) whether or· not com
pensated. 
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Progress in this approach will be founded on the level 
recorders and period meters.' The probability ·or going· critical on 
water addition,.with control elements in the Safet1 Pattern; is again 
remote; therefore the '"hold" key may be used on the water circulating 
pump. : 

; 

The main difference between the approach to criticality 
described in this section and those approaches described in theprevi
ous two sections is that the approach is now quasJ..conti!Uousrather than 

'·stepwise; 1/M techniques are not used. The reactor operator will; how
ever·, P!'LUSe and/ or attempt to withdraw the source whenever necessary; . 
the frequency of his pauses is now based on previous experience with 
the particular core. 

F. Partial Water Height Experiments 

1. Method (See Figure 2) 

It will be necessary during each approach to critical 
to raise the water to.~he top of the core before control rods are moved. 
from the .Safety Pattern. This is done in order to demonstrate that 
each configuration studied is subcritioal (by at lea.se 2~ 8k/k) with 
rods at Safety Pattern and water fully up.· Criticality viill be obtained 
with the water below the top of·the core only after the reactor has been 
brought ori tical by normal means - · i.e., by raising the water abov.e the 
top of the core with the main pump and then pulling control rods. After 
this has been accomplished, the main pump is turned. off and the main 
flow control valve is closed. The Partial Water Height key-switch is 
then operated by the Crew Chief and the water is lowered by means of the 
microdrain and/or millidrain lines. The decrease in reactivity is com-· 
pensated by withdrawing oontrol rods until the reactor is critical with 

.all rods out of the water. The "microfill" pump is used-for final 
adjustment of level. and to measure the incremental water worth under 
these conditions. 

2. Interlocks (See Figure 9) 

a. After "dritic~l" po~er is obtained as above, the 
·. microfill/drain and millidr.ain system may be. operated if, in addition, 
the Partial Water Height ke~swi tch has been activa.ted by the Crew Chief.· 
The microfill/drain.~witoh is a three-position switch •ith spring . 
return from the microfill position to the center position. The micro
fill position is wired in series with the control rod withdrawal 
switches, thus ensuring that only one means of adding reactivity is 
possible at a given time. The microdrain or millidrain operation, as 
selected py a separate toggle switch-, can be carried out simut taneously 
with cont~ol rod withdrawal;·the fill/drain switch is not spring 
returned from the drain position since draining will never add reac-
tivity. 
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b. Once·. the wcd;:er is low~;'c'-d:;>b~low the top of the core: 

(1) · the m~in pump is automatically turned.o"ff if it 
had not been done so m~nually; 

. . 

. · . (2) .• "critical" power for control rod withdrawal and 
the microfill/drain system would be lost immediately if the main flow 
control valve were opened or.if the main pumpwere somehow energized. 

(3) the main pump cannot be turneci back on until the 
water is again brought above the core using the microfill pump .£!: 
unless the reactor is brought subcritical by driving the rods back down 
to the Safety Pattern. 

G. Superheater Flooding and Voiding 

1. Flooding and voiding of the steam spaces in each super
heater fuel element will be done manually with the reactor shut down. 
As discussed in Section VII C of CEND-110, the :BONUS Criticals Safe
guards Report, this is completely safe so long as there is no water in 
the core proper- i.e., if the dump valve is open, since the reactor is 
then subcritical by at least 20% ¢k/k. · 

2. Flooding is accomplished by manually. pouring water-into 
a steam space. The water will be obtained from the storage tank via 
the microfill pump and line. This operation requires the presence of 
a reactor_operator at the,console, use of the_"Critical-Power :Bypass" 
and nPartial Water Height" keys and is. further interlocked to require 
that the dump valve is open, the main pump is off and the main flow 
6ontrol valve is ~losed. · 

3. Voiding will be accomplished by applying air pressure, 
via a suitable adapter, to the steam spaces in up to 32 superheater 
tubes at once, and expelling the water through individual small alumi
num· tubes permanently installed in the steam space region in each 
pres~ure tub~. · 

H. Bypasses (See also Figure 9) 

1. PhilosoPpy 

The use of jumpers for bypassing any interlock 9 whether 
for testing a component or for operating the reactor, is absolutely 
prohibited. Under certain circumstances, power for testing purposes. 
may be made available to the various reactor components by the use of 
a key operated interlock bypass system, even though the normal require
ments for performing these operations are not satisfied. However, 
when any interlock is bypassed, additional circuitry makes the remain
ing interlocks even more restrictive. · '1'HE REACTOR CANNOT :BE TAKEN 
CRITICAL IF ANY INTERLOCK IS :BYPASSED. This is accomplished by two 
means: 
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a. ·Reactivity cannot be increased .s~nce the ·usuai 
.. sources of power to the control. rods and both pump systems are removed 
while any bypass is in effect~ In addition 9 power can be removed from 
the component being tested by the manual scram buttons or by a coinci~ 
dent instrument scram. . . · 

b. For most of the bypasses, an additional condition 
(e.ge 9 dump valve open) must be satisfied before use.of the key will 
yield bypass power to the desired component. 

2. Auxiliary Conditions 

The auxiliary conditions on the use of eaohbypase are 
listed below: 

a. The clutch power may be energized by bypass, pro~ 
vided that all scrams are cleared. 

b~ Dump valve closure power may be obtained by bypass 
if the circulating pump (which pumps water into. the reactor vessel)·is 
off and all scram 1:3ignals have been cleared. 

c. Circulating pump power may be obtained by bypass pro
vided that all scrams have been reset and that either water .is above 
the core or the dump valve is open and the main flow valve is closed. 

d. .Power to the control rod~ microfill/drain and milli
drain systems may be obtained if all scrams ·are cleared, the dump valve 
is ·open, the flow control valve is closed, and the circulating pump is 
off. Note that the "only one at a time" condition still applies in 
this case and that there is an additional key-switch required to ener
gize each of the systems - the Clutch Power bypass key .is required to 
actually drive the rods up or dowri, and the Partial Water Height key is 
required to actually operate the microfill/drain and millidrain sole- .. 
noids and pump. 

3. Access Door Bypass 

a. Under certain circumstances it becomes essential to 
permit cell entry with the water up·; typical reasons include, but are 
not limitedto 9 the following: 

(1) Foil removal following irradiation - the water 
shields personnel from radiation. 

(2) Observe existence of bubbles in moderator. 

(3) Approved valving changes required during a 
temperature coefficient experiment. 
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b. A door. interlock bypass system has been·. designed . 
. which. will not allow any uns~fe acts to be performed under any fore

seeable circumstances. TM.e bypas's will be ur:{ed only at the direction 
of the .Crew Chief and prior permission must by given by the Facility 

· Supervisor for each partiqular use. · 
......... ~ . 

c. The protection afforded by this bypass system is as 
fol:)..ows: 

(1) Reaotivi:ty cannot be increased from the console 
because the operation of the bypass key removes drive power from the 
control rods, the microfill/drain system and from the main pump.· 

(2) The control rods must be in the Safety Pattern 9 

ensuring that the reactor is shut down by at least 2% Sk/k. .· 

.. . . . (3). The source must be in, insuring that the nuclear 
instrument· system and the audible monitor are on scale·. 

· (4) The conditions above also insure. that the auto
matic, scram system is operating and that at lease 2% ok./k is available 
for .fast shutdown by an instrument or by the manual scram button. 

(5) When the bypass key is operated,.the access door 
bypass relay will be energized and the door may be opened·without caus
ing a scram. If the door is open and any single one of.the required 
conditions is subsequently violated, both rods and water will be dropped. 
automatically. 

. It should be noted that a potential safety hazard 
exists to personnel working near a cocked rod under these·circumstances. 
In the event of a scram signal from, e.g.,.noise generated by jarring 
a chamber, the falling rod could inflict serious injury. · 

The presence of personnel in the cell with.the access 
door closed is absolutely prohibited at this or any other time that 
there is any fuel in the reactor vessel. 

I. Additional Procedures 

1. False Scram Recovery 

a. Following a.soram which caused the rods to drop but 
which did not cause a water dump, the Crew Chief will first determine 
and rectify the cause of the scram. 

b. The source will be drive.n in 9 all rods fully.bot
tomed, and the safety rods withdrawn to the safety point. 
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·c. From this point on, the normal procedure for·a con
tinmus startup will be followed. 

2. Single Rod Recovery 

This system will be employed only under the conditions 
·outlined in .Section III.:S.ll- i.e., if the remaining safety rods, at 
or above' their safety. points' provide the required 2~ ok fast safety. 
The system· wi11 not permit recovery from a condition in which more than 
one safety rod is below ita safety point, or in which less than. two 
safety rods remain above their safety points.· 

~o use the system for recovery from a rod drop experiment, 
recovery·from inadvertently driving a single safety rod below the safety 
point, or·.to prepare a safety rod for calibration below its sa.fety point 9 

the Crew Chief will energize the Single Rod Recovery ~-switch and 
select.the affected rod with the rotary selector evitch. If, in recov
ering from a rod drop or from inadvertent driving of the rod below its 
safety point, the neutron flux level has fallen far enough prior to 
source insertion that the "instrument on scale" interlock is violated, 
then "critical power hold11 will be lost automatically, and it will be 
necessary to bottom all rods and recover as in "False Scram Recovery", 
above. 

;. Standby Secure 

At ·any· time when the reactor is to be unattended duririg 
the day (e.g., during lunch) the reactor may be secured without lower
ing the water as follows: 

a. Drive the rods down to the Safety Pattern, providilig 
a shutdown margin of at least 2%. 

b •. Insert the source. 

Co Remove the "Operate" key and place in repository. 

d. Secure the cell access doo_r with the combination 
padlock. 

The reactor is now secured in such manner that no manipu- · 
lations of any controls on the panels .can cause any possible reactivity 
increase. 

4. Secured Shutdown 

This procedure will be used when the reactor is to be 
unattended for a longer period of time (e.g~, overnight). 
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a.. Shu.t .the. reaot~r down oompl~telY9 according to 
Procedures. D- 4 and n..: 5, ~ppendix II •. 

b. De-energize the con~ole and cell. 

c~ Look the.cell .access door with the combination 

padlock. 
d. Place all keys and the log book in the repository. 

e. Look the repository a.nd.place the key in the Crew 

Chief's safe. 

·. 
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a. Shut the reactor down completely 9 according to 
Procedures D- 4 and D- 5, Appendix . II. 

. . . 

b. De.-energi~e the . console and call. 

c.· Lock the cell access door with the combination 

padlock. 

d~ .Place all keys and the log book in the repository. 

e. Lock the repository and place the key in the Crew 

Chief's safe. 
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a. Shut·the reactor down completely, according to 
Procedures D- 4 and D- 5, Appendix II. 

b. De-energize the console &nd cell. 

c. Lock the cell access door with the combination 

·padlock. 

d. Place all keys·and the·log bookin the repository •. 

e. Lock the repository and place the key in the Crew .. 

Chief's safe. 
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V. GROUND RULES FOR OPERATION_ 

A. 

1. The following criteria, predicted by means of calculations or 
previous, JDeasurement's·~- shall apply for all cores (see Table I for exam
ples): 

a. keff 5.0.96 with· water-abave··the-·core·and all control 
element'S' fully- i·nserted. 

k . 
b. eff ~Oo98 with water above the core and control elements 

in the Safety Pattl!rll, i.e., safety ·rods at the Safety··Point and shim rods 
fully inserted. 

c. 5k/sec .$0.04% Sk/sec for allreactivity·addition rates 
when keff> 0.96. 

2. Criticality-will normally be first obtained by withdrawing 
rods and not by raising water. 

3· Periods between 30 and 100 seconds or more ~ill be considered 
normal; a peiiod of less than 10 seconds, if obtained, will require_ that 
the operator begin inserting rods; period scrams will be set· at no le~s 
than 5 seconds. 

4• The normal high power level will be approximately 50 watts; 
the maximum operating level permitted will be 500 watts; the lev~l scrams 
will be set to scram at no more than 1,000 watts on fixed s_cale -instruments_, 
and no more than a factor of ten above the actual power on variable scale · 
instruments. 

5. An absolute minimum of two safety rods will be emplo1ed at 
all times. 

6. The sequence of operations will be chosen so that any positive 
reactivity rate can be overcome by a negativerate of equal or greater 
magnitude •. 

1· The interlock circuit will allow the addition of reactivity 
by only one method at a time, i.e.: 

a. Addition of water by the main pump, or 

b. withdrawal of a single_ control rod, or 

c. addition of water by the miorofill pump. 
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8. -The ±nterl·ock. oircui t ·will allow shim rod· withdrawal· only· if 
the saf·ety ·ro-ds-' an at ~- ab·o-ve the· ·Safety·· PO±n-t. 

9. Cover plates will be installed around all cores to prevent 
objects from fall"ing in and increasing the water level duringpartial water 
height experiments. · 

·' 

:-.. 
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TABLE I . 
. . . 

Various Methods of·. Controlling: a T;rpical .Core 
.. ·'. 

·Assumptions: 

1) C<;>re has a 2%d k excess. 

2) Rods worth l%.each from full in to full out. 
(Therefore, a minimumof six rods is required). 

3) Rod worth is a linear function of position. 

Use of 
Number Number Single Rod keff Safety (Shim Rods o~- Critical (keff=l) 

of of Maximum Recovery all Point · % Withdrawr.d ·_ % Withdrawal _ · 
Safei~y Shim wading ~ystem Rods keff Safety Safety Shim 

ExamJ2le Rods Rods Change• Allowable Down: ~~0.28) Rods Rods Rods 

1 2 4 1% No 0.96 . -0.98. 100 100 50 

2 2 6 2% No 0.94 0.96 100 100- 67 

'. 

3- 4 2 1% No 0.96 0.98 50 50 100 

4 4 2 1% Yes 0.96 0.98 50 4@ 100 2@ 0 

5 4 2 1% Yes 0.96 0.98 50 {3 @ 100 ~ @ 100 
1@0 '1®0. 

6 4 2 1% Yes 0.96 0.98 so 67. . 67 

Comments on Exa.mEles 

1 .. Minimum number of safety rods available. and minimum tota~ number of rods 
being employed. 

2. Minimum number of safety rods available; more shim rods are employed 
to permit a larger loading change prior to a Type III startup. 

3. Four safety rods ~re available, but a minimum total number of rods is 
being employed. 

4. Same as Example 3, except that. criticality is attained with the safety 
rods further out so that one of them may be calibrated using the Single 
Rod Recovery System. Use of the system is permissible because'l 2% ~k 
is available in fast safety when the remaining three safety rods are 
withdrawn 67% or more. · 

5. A variant of Example 4. 

6. Another variant of Example 4. It was desired here that criticality be 
attained with all rods banked at a common height. 
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B. Loading Changes 

1. In loading a new ·core when major ch~ges in inatrumentation 9 · 

interlocks 9 or source-core-detector geometry hava been effected, the 
procedures outlined in Section IV.E.1 will be adhered to. These proce
dures call for a stepwise approach during which multiplication will be 
measured as a function of fuel loading at each step. · 

.2. In loading a new core, re-installing a core whose ohar~cter
istios are known from previous experiments, or modifying existing cores 
when the reactivity change associated with the· modification is greater 
than 50~ o:f the control margin of the existing core, tha procedures · 
followed in Section IV.E. 2 will be adhered to" These procedures call . 
f.or a complete loading or change in one step, followed by stepwise water 
addition and rod withdrawal; during which multipiication will be meas
ured as a function of water· addition and rod position. A st-ringent 
requirement is that no major changes in instrumentation 9 interlocks, or 
source~core-detector geometry will have occurred prior to or.during the 
core loading or modification. 

3. The following limitations will be adhered to in.~aking 
changes which are to be followed by a "continuous" approach to criticality: 

a. Such changes will be of a simple rather than complex 
nature, and must be of an easily predictable, reactivity worth. 

b. Maximum fuel additions, poison removals, or other changes 
shall be limited such that these changes correspond to a reactivity in
crease of not more than one-half the reactivity difference between-the 
Safety Pattern with water up and critical (i.e., 50% of the "control" 
margin). Note that, on the. substitution Of boron for control rods, one 
must assume that the boron being added has no reactivity worth, and the 

. maximum limit specified above will be understood to refer to the reac- . 
tivity worth of the control rods which are being removed. An example is 
given in Table I. 
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VI. HEALTH PHYSICS PROCEDURES 

A. Radiation.Zones, Hazards, and Health Physics Reguirements 

This section contains a summary·of·the Health Physics procedures 
in force in Building 2. 

1. 
for routine 
Work Permit 
approved by 

No person shall enter a radiation are~ or contaminated •rea 
work unless he. complies with the applicable Extended Special·. 
prepared by the assigned Health Physics representative and 
the Crew-Chief. 

2. No person is allowed to enter and/or work in a radiation area 
or contaminated area until the assigned Health Physics representative 
assesses the radiation levels. · 

3. A radiation area is defined as any location where the radia
tion level is in excess of 2.5 mr per hour. A contaminated area is de~ 
fined as any location which contains loose radioactive material in places 
where it may constitute a hazard. Upon determining the existence of such 
an area, the assigned Health Physics representative is responsible for 
notifying the Crew Chief and for posting warning signs containing the 
words "Radiation Area" or "Coritaminated Area" in each instance_ in surih_ 

.areas. 

4· No material is to be removed from a radiation area or con
taminated area without the consent of· the Crew Chief, who will be advised 
in such matters by the assigned Health Physics representative. 

5· No smoking, eating, or drinking will be allowed in a ra~iation 
area, or contaminated area. 

6. All persons entering Building 2 will be issu~d film badges. by 
the guard. In addition, permanently assigned personnel ~ill receive dosi
met~rs. These badges and dosimeters will be returned bef6r~ personnel 
leave the building • 

. 1· Personnel will consult with the Crew Chief regarding exposure 
time, special clothing, g1oves, etc., prior to entering a radiation area 
or contaminated area. The Crew Chief, when possible, will consult with 
the assigned Health Physics representative prior to issuing such permission. 

-- a. Upon leaving a contaminated area~ personnel will check their 
hands, shoes, and outer clothing with monitoring equipment stationed at 
the exits, at the direction of the Crew Chief. If contamination is sus
pected or detected, the assigned Health Physics.representative will be 
notified immediately. -
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9~ .Extended health physics permits will be employed for all 
routine tasks pre~enting no special radiation o~ contamination problem. 
All permits are subject to continual revision as necessary bythe assigned 
Health Physics repres_entative ,- in consultation with the Crew Chief o 

10. Any work which will ·create a.radiation hazard not covered in 
anexisting permit must be provided for under an applicable Speoial.Work_ 
Permit prepared in advance. If such a hazard is created inadvertently~ 
the person responsible must immediately inform the Crew Chief and the 
assigned Health Physics representativeo It is the-responsibility of the
person causing the -hazard to take adequate-steps to protect other personnel 

-prior t6 evaluation of the situation by the Crew Chief and the assigned· 
Health Physics representative. 

_ 11. Any abrasion, cut 9 or scratch- incurred in a ra_diation area or 
a contaminated area will be- reported to the Crew Chief- and the-Health Phys
icist immediately. Personnel with open or partially healed abrasions, cuts, 
or scratches must report this fact to the Crew Chief and Health-Phy-sicist 
prior to entering a radiation area or a contaminated area. The purpose of 
this is to prevent any radioactive or toxic material from entering the 
wound. Where any contamination is _considered possible, the Crew Chief will_
not permit the injured to risk such e*posure. It should be noted that con
tamination is not always present in a radiation area and that minor injuries 
alone will no-t affect the-work-in an uncontaminated radiation area. 

12. In summary, any unnecessary radiation exposure is to _be com
pletely avoided. Where exposure to radiation-is un~voidable during the 
normal performance of assigned tasks, radiation dosage-up tothe amounts 
an_d kinds- permitted by the normal Atomic Energy Commission recommendations 
may ~e incurred. Only in oases of dire emergency will dosage as high as 
that allowed by the AEC emergency recommendations be incurred. - It.will be 
necessary that a written report- of any overe_xposure be filed with the Com
mission. 

~. Health Physics Permits 

Copies of the extended Health Physics Special Work Permits will be 
found in Appendix A. 

'·~ 
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A. Alarm Systems 

1. Radiation Monitors 

:::·.; :: 

... ) 

Self-containe-d t -sensitive radiation mon.i tors are installed 
in both cells 9 the vS:ul t, and. the. pre-assembly room. These· units. give 
local indication whenever excessive radiation levels exist, and.also light 
individual warning lights·and sound bells in each control room and at the 
guard's desk. 

The units in the cells are·turned off automatically wheri the 
"reactor on" lights. on the respective consoles.are turned on by the inter
lock circuitry.(Figure 9). At the same time, red warning lights are lighted 
on the second floor indicating which reactor is non" and warning personnel 
not to enter the air conditioning rooms adjacent to the reactor cells. 

2. Lower Cell Emergency Switches 

Switches are installed on the shower handles near the de~in
eralizers in the lower reactor cells whi~h give warning by a bell and . 
light in both control rooms and at the guard's desk if personnel have·. · 
been inju~ed by acid and activate the shower while ~echarging the deminer- · 
alizerso . ' 

3. Scram Switches 

Switches are installed at the upper and lower levels ·of each 
cell which allow the reactor to be manually scrammed. 

4• Evacuation Switches 

Emergency evacuation switches ar~ mounted in both c6ntrol 
rooms and at the guard's desk. When any of the switches ar~ .thrown, all 
air conditioning in the building and cells is turned off, sirens are 
sounded in the cell hallways and on the second floor and a horn is 
sounded in Building 1; if the switches in the control rooms are thrown, 

·the respective reactor is also scrammed and a light at the guardVs desk 
indicates the reactor on which the incident occurred. 

B. Nuclear Incidents 

Due to the nature of the work and the type of materials handled, 
dangerous amounts of radiation and/or contamination could result from an 
accident. The following procedures have been established to minimize 
equipment damage and personnel injuries caused by accidents with these 
materials& 
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L An alarm system has been installed in the building (se~tion . 
A, above). Any of the operations personnel-ma.y:i.nitiate an alarm, and.·the 
Grew .Chief on the reactor involved in the incident will be responsible-for 
executing··t-he·'·emergency procedures. In- his ·absEmce 9 the Facility~ Supervisor· 

_-ur·another·person qualifie-d to act as Crew Chief' shall assume resironstbility. 

2. When the siren sounds, all people in the building will assemble 
near the guard's desk. The following procedures will. be followed at the 
assembly point3 

a. The guard on duty will contact supporting services. This 
includes Health Physics, Medical, Fire, Safety, Security and Management. 

·b. A count will be made to see that everyone from the evacuated 
-area is present. The Crew Chief with the guidance_of·supporting services 

will direct the rescue of any trapped personnel. 

c. Health Physics and Medical procedures will be followed for 
determining radiation exposures·of all people from the evacuated area. 

do Evaluation of radiation. zones and the extent of damages 
will be determined. Senior personnel will determine further ·procedures 
to be followed. 

eo The Crew Chief on the reactor involved in the incident is 
in complete command of all supporting services until relieved by higher 
administrative authority. 

3· An over-level alarm from the pre-assembly room or vault will 
be con~idered cause tor throwing the emergency evacuation switch, unless 
previous warning of trip is given (for example 9 transport of a large. source 
through the room). 

4• In case of a nuclear accident, the Crew Chief ehail enter in 
the log book a list of personnel present, their duties at the time of the 
incident and their location. All other pertinent data regarding the 
accident will also be recorded. 

C. Fire with Nuclear Involvement· 

Uranium fires burn at .a very high temperature and cannot be 
extinguished by any simple means. The Crew Chief will direct the fire 
fighting activities so as to prevent the formation of a critical mass 
and to confine the fire and limit its spread. 

Should a uranium fire occur: 

-1. Pull Fire Alarm Switch. 
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2.. Turn off. the ai.r conditionin~~ . 

3 .. Notify Health.Physics, the Experimental Physics 'supervisor 
and. the Accountability representative imme.di~tely. 

4• Assess the radiation haza~d .. ~ 

5o Don mask with self-contained air supply and protective cloth-
ing •. 

6~ Attempt to isolats other flammable materials from the burn
ing uranium. 

. . . . . . 

7.· Use "MET-L-X" (Yellow) fire extinguishers to blanket the 
uranium and allow it. to burn out.. DO NOT USE WATER .. 

D. Fire, No Nuclear Involvement 

Fire alarm switches and alarm bells are located on both the 
first and second floors. The alarm is also sounded in the company fire 
house. The procedure on discovery of fire will be: 

1. Pull Fire Alarm switch. 

2. Announce location and nature of fire over building intercom 
system. 

3 .. If fire is judged safely controllable, obtain appropriate· 
extinguishers and proceed to fight fire until fire marshall can take over. 

Fire wardens, selected to cover the various areas, will .. pro
ce.ed to location and take charge of operation. All personnel ·not summoned 
will evacuate the building by the nearest safe exit after securing clas
sified material and closing door to their room or area .. 

E. Electrical Fires 

Electrical fires may be caused by short circuits or heating 
through overloads. The following procedure is recommended in addition to 
the steps.above: 

1.. Turn off switch at the sourc ·3 of power .. 

2.. Isolate the source of trouble before restoring power .. 

3. ·.Use only co
2 

extinguishers on any electrical fire.. DO NOT 
USE WATER .. 
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' Fo Source Breakage or Gross Contamination. 

1. The discoverer will notify ths Crew Chief who .will immediately 
·shut down the air conditioning unit, announce evacuation n<!ed, and call for 
assembly at the guard desk. 

2. Discoverer will notify his sup.ervisor and health physicist as 
to the extent arid nature of the contamination. 

3 o. Heal tb Physics representative with the approval of the Crew 
Chief will be responsibie for the following itemsa 

.ao Don protective clothing .. 

bo Survey building personnelo 

Co Determine perimeter of contamination areao 

do · Seal off area. 

e. Direct decontamination of personnel. 
·' 

4 .. Further cleanup action, eto., will be taken at the diraction 
of management. 

G. Possible Overexposure of Personnel to Radiation 

Possible overexposure of personnel shall be handled as follows: 

1. Supervisors will immediately report cases of possible over
exposures to the Health Physics representative. Film badges will.be 
immediately examined andan investigation made of all the circumstances. 
If exposure bas exceeded permissible tolerances, this fact will be 
documented by Health Physic's and reports given the Cri.ticai Fs.eili ty 
Supervisor and the Physics Department Managero 

2. The Health Physics Department will make a urinalysis of all 
cases where ingest,ion and/or inhalation of contamination is suspected. · 

3· Blood samples will be taken if the remotest possibility 
exists that t~e exposure was greater than 2R. 

THE INDIVIDUALUS LIFE ~y DEPEND ON HOW SOON THE APPROPRIATE · 
MEDICAL ACTION IS TAKEN IN CASES OF SEVERE OVEREXPOSURE. 

H. . In·juries 
. . . . 

1. Any injuries involving rupture of the skin which are sustained 
in a radiation area or a contamination area will be reported immediately 
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to the assigned Heaith Physics representative for survey~-

2. Any injuries requiring first aid treatment will be attended 
by the designated qualif~ed first aid. attands.nt immediatelyo 

3· :l:J1juries requiring the. services of a phYsician will be.referred 
to the plant physician·• If this is not possible~ the patient v s personal 
physician will be notified. 

4• All injuries will be reported according to procedure set forth 
in the Plant Safety Manual, Part IIo 
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VIII. PROBLEl.lliS IN RESPONSIBILITY 

Ao Health Physics 

1.· The Crew Chief will,.in.general 9 be guided b;,y the 
recomme~dations of the assigned Health Physics representativeo 

. . 

2. If an emergenc;y does not exist and a dieff.greeme:nt 
arises between the Crew Chief and the assigned Health Physics repre
sentative,_ the disagreement will be resolve~ at a higher administra
-tive level. No action will be t_aken during this time which could 
possiblt result in an overexposure to any personnel. 

3. If, in anemergency, the Crew Chief deoides not to fol
low the recommendations of the assigned Health Physics repres$ntative~ 
he must file a written report of his actions. with the Physics Depa.r.t:u 
ment Manager ·within twenty-four (24) hours. · · 

. B. Procedures and Nuclear Safety 

During approaches to cri ti.cali t;r and subsequent operations, 
the Crew Chief will have absolute authority over the operation of the 
reactor withthe following exceptions: 

1. If any person present, regardless of rank, ·does not· 
consider an act ab_out to be taken. by or under the dirl9ction of the 
Crew Chief to be safe, then all operations will be halted until the 
disagreement is resolved. 

2. An7 person present, regardless of rank, may at any time 
scram the reactor if, in his opinion, such action is necessary to 
avert a hazardous condition •. If, however, a disagreement arises as to 
whether scramming the reactor will reduce or increase the hazards in
volved, the Crew Chief will be responsible for asseseing_tha situation 
and determining the appropriate course of action. · 
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IX. LOGS AND RECORDS 

A. 9perations Log 

lo A log book will be maintained which describes in detail 
all events relating to.the reactor and its operation. 

2. Among other entriee 9 the following will be included:_ 

a. The names of the responsible Crew Chief, Safety 
Consultant, Operator and the Cognizant Physicist. 

b. Daily entry indicating that the facility :checkout 
was completed. 

, '• 

c. Details of approaches to criticality and operations 
while critical. 

d. All details describing any loading changes. 

e. Description of the experimental arrangement with 
regard to number and location of control rods 9 locations of the vari~ 
ous neutron detecting instruments, etc. 

f. In addition, the log will contain entries regarding 
the repair, modification, and maintenance of various mechanical or 
electrical components (See also Section E). 

3. This log mus~ be maintained whether or not the reactor 
is in operation. 

B. Operations Record 

1. A record will be maintained which indicates the total 
number of approaches to criticality, the number of hours of operation, 
and the number of scrams experienced. 

2. _This information will be used in preparing the annual 
report to the AEC. 

C. List of "Qualified" Operators and Ph,ysiciets 

A record will be maintained and lists. posted regarding ~hose 
persons who have been·approved by the Facility Supervisor as "qualified" 
operators and Physicists (See also Section II). 
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D ~- · Fuel Records· (including Accountablli ty) 
-~ ..... 

1. Highly Enriche~ Fuel 

Two sete.of records are required for maintaining the 
inventory of highly enriched fuel maintained at.the facility. The 
vault record gives the location in the vault of each individual·piece 
of highly enriched fuel in storage. · The core record lists. the loca
tion of all pieces of highly enriched fuel-in the core. 

2. Low Enrichment Fuel Rods· 

Records will be kept showing the number of rods of each 
type which are stored on the balcony in the cell and the number of 
rods which are loaded into the reactor. 

E. Equipment and Instrument· Log 

A detailed recO.rd will be kept on preventive maintenance, 
revisions, repairs, or replacements to all equipment 9 instruments and 
circuits employed in the .. :f'acili ty. A chronological record will be 
maintained in the Operations Log Book~ Individual records will be 
ma.intained for each major component. 

F. Drawings File 

A file will be maintained of all circuit drawings and dia
grams, components, and any manufacturers' literature on the various 
pieces of equipment. This file and the drawings contained therein 
will be kept up-to-date at all times. · 
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Xo SECURITY AND VISITOR CONTROL 

Ao Security 

The standard AEC regu;lations on security will be follow~d. The 
exparimental physics personnel have the responsibility that classified 
material and information of which they have knowledge 9 control or acoass 
must be· continually located in an approved repository when unattendedo· 
No classified material or information may be removed from the area by 
other than an authorized courier without first obtaining the permission 
of the Security Officer and the authorization of the Facility Supervisoro 
No disclosure of information or access to material of a .·restricted nature 
will be permitted personnel who do not require that information in th~ · 
performance of their work.o Spf;lcific oases are covered. in the Seou.ri ty · 
Manual which governs plant security. · 

Bo Visitor Control 

Owing to the nature of the oritic•l experiments which are carried 
-out in Building 2, it is necessary to restrict entry to these buildings to 
a minimumo It is also necessary that peopl~ not normallyworking in this. 
area and who, therefore, may be unfamiliar with the necessary precautions, 
should request permission when they require entry into the area. There 
are five categories of people who will have access to these buildingss 

1. Employees of the Nuclear Division regularly·assigned to Build
ing 2 will have pioture badges at this location and the security:guard will 
permit them to enter. 

2. Employees of CEND not regularly assigned to Building 2 who be
cause of work requirements will from time ~o time need access to the build
ings. These peoplewill be admitted by the guard but are required to sign 
ino The guard will notify either the Facility Supervisor or Crav Chief of 
their presence. A list of such personnel will be_ maintained at all .timeso 

3. For all other employees of the Nuclear Division, entry is con
tingent upon clearance with either the Facility Supervisor or.the Crew 
Chief. The guard will determine that they have the .necessary security 
clearance and they will also be logged in.. The above supervisors will 
determine whether an escort is required in each individual casea 

4o Sales and repair personnel representing outside firms will be 
allowed entry at the discretion of the Facility Supervisoro 

5. All individuals not listed in items 1 through 4 9 above, will 
be allowed to enter the building only upon prior approval by the Physics 
Department Manager or higher administrative authority. 

All uncleared individuals (employees and non-employees) must be 
escorted at all times when in Building 2. 
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EXTENDED HEALTH PBYSICS SPECIAL WORK PERMITS 
I, ·' ~ 

Following are Extended-Special Work Permits 
issued to cover: 

A-1 Inspection of Reactor Room and Equipment 

A•2 Hddling of Sources·. 

A-3 HandliDB of Fuel 

A-4 Work on Reactor Core 
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(EX TENDED) 

. COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 9 IN·c. 

•LE_£J_£_l-~~1,.._!L2-~-~--f_£J_~_!I_J_t 

Datex 
--------------------------

DESCRIPTION OF WORK~------~I;n;s•p~e~c~t~i~o=n~of~R~e~a~c-t_o~r~R~o~o=m_a~n~d~E~g.uDi~p-m~e~n-t __ ___ 

1. H.P. survey before enter~ng Reactor Room _Equipment Required 
. . 

2. Equipment for general release must be checked 1. Lab c·oats 
by Health Physics. 

3. Hand count required if inspection requires 
handling of equipment. 

Monitoring: As necessary for the inspection. 

2. Gloves* 

.3. Safety Shoes* 

4. Gamma-Neutron Film 
Badges and Dosimeters 

* 1. Above clothing requirements do not exist for a general visual . 
inspection. 

2. No entry to be made into reactor cell unless specifically approved. 
by Crew Chief and Health Physics. · 

3. Respiratory protection as required by·air contamination levels. 

4. ·Head and shoe covering as required based on con.tamination levels. 

5. Deviation from above can only be made by mutual a~eement between 
Health Physics and Crew Chief. 

, . . , 
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING 9 INC. 

S P E C I A L W 0 R K P E R M I T 
~----~-----------------------------

(EXTENDED) 

'• ': 

Date=--------------~~--~------ No. A-2 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK~. -------=H~an~d~l~i~n~g~o~f~N~e~u~t~r~o~n~a~n~d~R~a~d~i~um~~S~o~u~r~c~e~s~-----

2. 

Hand and shoe count required after comple
tion of job if in contaminated area. 

Equipment for general release must be checked 
by Health Physics. 

Equipment Reguired 

1. _Gamma-Neutron Film 
Badges and Dosimeters 

2. Lab coats* 

· 3. Gloves* 

Moni taring: Continuous for period of use;;--.... 

· 1. Health Physics and source custodian to·be notified before any use or 
transferal not described in previous notification. 

· 2. Source should be stored in container at all times when not used. 

3. Radiation area to be roped off and posted about any source required 
to be left out of container. 

4. A damaged source creates an emergency situation. Notify Health 
Physics immediately and clear area of personnel. 

'*<Full protective clothing and respirators are required when work i~ · 
performed on installation of.~he reactor source in a source capstile. 

··:· .. 
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-CO~US'T~pN ENG:~p~'l~ERING~ INC • 

s P J ct£ A- 1·~ w o-R _k.: -P E R M 1- T 
---------------------~-.... .;. ____________ _ 

(EXTENDED) 

Date=--------------------~----- _ No. A- 3 

DES C RI PTI ON OF WORK:.._..__;;;H;;.;;a;;.;;.n;;.;;.d;.;l;.;i;;;:n;;J;;g.......:U;,.;;-r;..:a;;.;;n;;.;;i;;..;u:.:m;;;.....;;i;;;:n;;.,_;V;..:a;..;u;;;;l;..;t:.:s;..;-....:a;;.:::n;;;d::.....;Pr;..;;;...;e;...-....:A.;;.;s::..::s;...e::..::m:;.b:;;.;l:;.oy~..-.,;R:;;;.o;;;..o:;;.;m:;;__ 

(Fuel. Strips, pellets, powder or solution-s, etc.) 

1. _Hand and shoe count required after 
completion .of job. 

2. Equipment for general release must 
be checked by Health Physics. 

. 3. Work tables· to be papered and, when 
contaminated, disposed ~f as solid 
waste. 

4. All work involving the handling of 
pellets is to be performed on the 
exhaust hood when possible. 

Equipment Required* 

1. Safety Shoes 

2. Lab Coats 

3. Gloves 

4. ·Respirators* 

5. Head Covering* 

6." Neutron-Gamma Film 
Badges and Dosimeters 

Monitoring: During operation as required by Health Physics. 

1. Only authorized personnel permitted in these areas while this work 
is being performed. 

* 2. Head covering and respirators will be worn as required for fuel 
strips, pellets 9 powder, or other contaminated materials. 
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC. 

S P E C I A L W 0 R K P E R M I T 

(EXTENDED) 

Date: __________________________ _ No. A-4 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK Work on Reactor Core (Handling of Fuel_o.,..r~---

Equipment) 

1. Hand and shoe count required after 
completion of job. 

2. Equipment for general release must 
be checked by Health Physic~. 

Equipment Reguired 

1. Safety Shoes 

2. Gloves 

3. Head Covering* 

4. Respirators* 

5. Neutron Gamma Film 
~adges and Dosimeters 

6. Lab Coats or Coveralls 

Monitoring: Before entering reactor roo• and during work on critical 
~Eisembly. 

*1. Respiratory protection and head and shoe covering as required by air 
or other contamination. 

2. No entry to be made into reactor room unless specifically approved by 
Crew Chief and Health PAysics. 
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APPENDIX II 

Ao Procedure D-1 - Daily Console Checkout 

1. Generator Check - Power for the instrumentation is. normally · 
obtained from an MG set located in the Air C~nditioning Room on the 
second floor 6f the buildingr The appropriate rheostats should be 
adjusted so that the exciter current and out.put voltage are as. marked 
on tags. The regulator polarity switch should be reversed daily. 

2o Instrument Power at Console - The switch in the Air Condition
ing Room is normally thrown to make connection with the MG set. If the 
MG set is not operating, the switch is thrown so that .power will be taken 
from a transformer fed fro~ a separate supply line. Po~er from one of 
these sources is always left on to insure stability and prolong the life 
of the electronic instrumentation. 

3o Instrument Voltage - The voltage to the instruments is read on a 
voltmeter on the front of the cubicle. The reading should be as marked 
on the tag. 

4• Control Power Key Switch - This key is issued by the Crew Chief 
and is used to supply power to all of the interlock and control circuitry. 

5. Source in Up Position - T~e source should have been left up (in 
shield) following the previous shutdown. Check for burned out "up limit" 
light if not on. Contact Crew Chief and Health Physicist to determine 
trouble if light still remains .out. 

6. All Rods Down - Check that all "down limit" lights are lit. 
Proceed as in (5) if any light is off. 

7• Cell Air Conditioning On - Thi~ is turned off at night when the· 
cell is secured so that the noise from its operation will not activate 
the Kidde alarm. 

8. Digital Voltmeter On - Power to this instrument is normally left 
on. 

9· Console Exhaust System Operating - This is connected to the first 
floor air conditioning; check that air is entering the cubicle. 

10. Temperature Indicator On, Standardized, and Battery Supply OK -
Power tb the temperature indic~tor is normally left 6ff overnight 7 ~nd 
turned on prior to each run during the checkout. The temperature in
dicating system consists of the thermocouples installed at various points 
in the core 7 reactor vessel, line and tank he~ters, etc. Signals from 
the thermocouples are fed to an indicator on th~ con~ole. Check the 
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battery indicator ("whi "t;e 11 indicates .correct battery voltage)~ stand·-· 
ardize the instrument 9 and determine reason ir the indicator shows a 

0 temperature above 77 F. · 

11. Record Operating Time in Log.ahd Reset Meter - The previous day's 
operating time will be read from the running time meter and entered into 
the logbook. This meter runs continuously as long as the "Operate" key is 
turned on; which is normally just after the safety rods are withdrawn to 
the safety pattern. It s~ops running in the event of any type ~f scram 
signal. · · · 

12. Zero Safety Amplifiers - The "zero adjust" pots on the composite 
safety amplifiers are adjusted so that the "percent power" meters on the 
amplifiers zero properly when no external signal is applied. 

13. Recorders On 9 Ink and Paper OK Power to the recorders ~s 
normally left ~n; a check is made that it actually is on. The chart 
drives must be turned on at this time. The three nuclear recorders on 
the cubicle can be switched from the console to indicate the outputs on 
channels B-D-E, B-D-G and A-C-F 9 respe6tively. Their operation is checked 
later during steps 19 - 24, and they are set to _read the low level channels 
prior to startup. 

· 14. Rod Drop Panel Switches Set to Normal (On = Up) Position - These 
switches enable magnet power to be removed from selected rods 9 e.g., for 
terminating a foil irr~diation. 

15. Channel G High Voltage Power Supply On and Voltages Normal -
Power ·to this instrument is normally left on; a check is made that it 
actually is on. The correct voltage is indicated on a tag attached to 
the supply. 

16. All Amplifiers On and Settings Normal - Power to the amplifiers 
is normally left on; a check is made that it actually is on. The cor
rect settings are indicated on tags attached to the _instruments. 

17 ~ Check Beckman _}1)4-Ammeter 9 Channel E ·- Set zero and then set to 
operat1ng range. 

18. Check Log CRM and Period Amplifier, Channel A ·-· F'or steps 18 ·- 22, 
each instrument is calibrated with its internal ~ulse or voltage source. 
The calibration includes tracking the instrument an·d its appropriate re
corder. The actual calibration is done on the recorder. If the difference 
between the-recorder reading and the instrument meter is excessive (10-20%) 
notify the ele6tronics _technician and Crew Chief and insure that remedial 
action is taken. ~allowing the calibration, the function switch is re
turned to the operating position, and any scrams reset. 

19. Check Log CRM and Period Amplifier, Channel c. 
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20. Check Log N - Channel F. 

21. Check CRM.;.. Channel B. 

22. Check CRM - Channel D. 

23. Initials of Checkout Person - The person conducting the checkout 
must initial the check sheet, and make an entry in the operating log. He 
must inform the Crew Chief and make an entry in the log concerning any 
abnormal or unusual conditions. 

B. Procedure D-2 - Daily Cell and Eg~i~merit Checkout 

1. Guard Notified of Cell Entry - This alerts the guard that Kidde 
alarm will be tripped. 

2. Procedure D-1, Steps 1 - 6 Have Been Completed - This insures 
·that the source and the rods are in their safe positions. 

3. Air Compre~'sor In(.ell //2 'l'urned On - This compressor supplies 
air for both reactors. 

4· Check Console and Instrumentation for Abnormal Conditions - This 
step will preclude cell entry under any abnormal or unexplained conditionE. 

5. Reset Scrams on Instruments -.All console instrumentation must be
in the normal operating condition. 

6. "Operate" Key Out - This key should be in the repository, but a 
double check is made to prevent any unsafe remote operations. 

7• Bypass Circulating Pump Interlock - This is done to allow test.;.. 
ing of pumps in the lower cell. 

8. Health Physics Representative Present, Core Surveyed - Entry is 
made with the Health Physics representative in attendance, and a survey 
of the core is made prior to any further action. 

9. Turn Off Kidde Alarm, Battery Checked. 

10. Lighting Panel Switches - Turn on floodlights, and cell and bas~
ment lights as needed. Check that lights which normally are left on over-· 
night have not burned out. 

11. Space Heater ·- Turn on if required by climatic conditions. Heater 
is turned off at night. to prevent noise from actuating Kidde alarm. 
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12. •rurn On Ci.-rcula ting Pump Switch in Power Panel -· 'l'his makes 
power available to this unit, but does not turri it on. 

13. Neutron Monitor - This equipment is located on the platfor~ be
low the reactor ~essel and acts as an audible monitor during loading 
operations. The BF::s coun~er is normally located in one of the instrument 
ports. Power to this instrument i.s turned on when the access door is 
opened. A check is mad~ at this time that background radiation is 
audibly detected. 

14. All Rods Down and Hanging Free - A visual inspectioh is made to 
insure that rods are not binding. 

15. Core Complete and Unobstructed - A visual check is made to in-· 
sure that no unusual conditions exisi. 

16. Rod Driye Package Check - A visual inspection is made to insure 
that the cooling fans are operatini, all connector plugs are inssrted, and 
that there are no oil leaks or other visible abnormalities. 

17. ·.Source Drive Check - An inspection is made to insure that the 
limit switches and wires ·are free' and that ho abnormal conditions exist. 

18. Sump Pump Lo:::ked Out ·~ This switch P located at the foot of the 
stairs, is kept locked out at all times so that the pump cannot operate 
automatically. This is done to prevent contaminated water from being re
leased before a sample has been analyzed. 

19. Water Level in Dump Tank - The levels are observed on a sight 
glass located on the side of the tank. Check that the amount in the tank 
is appropriate for the day's test. 

20. Check Sump - Check height of float probe and, if near start 
level' have Heal t.h Physics representative sample liquid. in. sump for COO··· 

tamination. If cleared by Health Physics representative. switch sump 
pump control to "auto" position. It may be necessary to raise the float 
probe to start. If on manual operation. pump must be turned off promptly 
when sump is empty to prevent possib.le burnout of bearing·s. Lock out 
pump switch when complete (See step 18). 

21. Circul.a ting ?ump Check ··· Close main fl. ow con tro.l valve ( th.is 
allows pump bypass to become effective and prevents water from being 
pumped into the reactor vessel). Establish loop between outlet of the 
pump and the storage tank by openi.ng Valve #12~ Figure 2. Turn pump on~ 
check oil level in sight glassy check for noise and vibration. Bleed 
air from casing if absehce of discharge pressure indicates need and then 
stop-pump. 
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22. Close Valve #12 ~o prepare system for normal operation 9 and . 
check other manually operated valves for correct status. 

23. Inspect Piping for; Leaks - If any leaks are observed, notify 
Crew Chief and take remedial action under his direction. 

24. Demineralizer - Turn on if required as indicated by water con
ductivity meter on the·demineralizer. 

25. Check High Voltage Supplies ~ The high voltage supplies for 
channels A, B, C, D, E, and F are located on the platform under the reactor 
vessel. Check that these units are on, and that the voltage is correct as 
indicated on the tags attached to the supplies. 

26. Dump Valve - Check that air ~ressure is correct as indicated on 
the tag. Check the spring for failure or obvious set. 

27. Remove Pump Bypass Key 

28. Initials of Checkout· Persori - The person conducting the checkout 
must initial the checkout sheet and make an entry in the operating log. 
He must inform the Crew Chief and make an entry in the log concerning any 
abnormal conditions. 

C. Procedure D-3 - Daily Scram Circuit Checkout 

lo All steps of Procedures D-1 and D-2 Completed OK. 

2. Energize Clutch and Critical.Power Bypasses- This is done to 
allow raising of.the rods slightly for testing, without causing undue 
exposure to radiation from the regular reactor source. 

3· Raise Rods - All rods to be moved during the day 1 s operatic~ will 
.be raised a few inches off the down limi~ switches to test that they 
actually move up, and to prepare them for scram testifig. 

4• Energize Dump Valve Interlock Bypass and .Close Dump Valve ~ This 
checks ~hat dump valve can be closed, and prepares it for scram testing. 

5. Select Channel A on Recorder No. 3. 

6. Scram Channel A - Place neutron hand source near Channel A detec
to~ and observe timing light and scram indication on Channel A period am
plifier; observe recorder respon~e. The rods and dump valve should not 
scram at this time. Do not reset the scram on Channel A. 

7. Select Channel C on Recorder No. 3. 
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B. Scram Channel C ~Repeat Step 6, hating that the safety rods 
should ~cram and the ~him rods drive in 9 but that the dump valve should 
not open at this'.time. Do not reset.scram on ~hannei C. 

9. Select Channel E on Recorder No. 1. 

10. Scram Channel E - Repeat Step 6, noting that the dump valve should. 
open. 

11. Select Channels B, D ~nd F on Recorders #1 9 2 and 3· 

12. Check Channels B, D and F - Place neutron hand source near 
detectors and observe response on recorders •. It should be noted that 
the neutron hand source will generally not be strong enough to produce an · 
indication on Channels F ~nd G. Their operation is checked while the 
reactor is being brought to power. 

13. Instrument Location - Check that location of all instruments is 
as specified in operating log. 

14. Use Built-in Scram Tests to Scram Safety Amplifiers. 

15. Scram Channel F Using Period Test. 

16. Test Manual Scram. 

17. Remove All Bypass Keys - Keys should be returned to the Crew Chi.ef. 

18. Select Startup Instrumentation - Select startup channels on re
corders and set instruments to startup ranges. 

19. Clear Scram::; and Reset Annunciator Panel - If any scrams cannot 
be reset, or any abnormal condition is shown on annunciator panel, con
sult with Crew Chief and take corrective action before proceeding. 

20. Status of Special Switches - The person conducting the checkout 
must check that the ~rew Chief has operated all special switches--Partial 
Water Height, Circulating Pump Hold, etc.--as appropriate for .the day 1 s 
operations, and has made an appropriate entry in the Operating LogBook. 

21. Init~als of Checkout Person - The person conducting the checkout 
·must initial the checkout sheet and make an entry in the operating log. 

He must i.nform the Crew Chief and make an entry in the log concerning any 
unusual condition. 
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D. Pro.cedure D-4 - De.;..t;nergize and Secure Cell 
.· .· ... 

. . 

1. A Health Physics survey b.C the core must have been made since 
the last shutdown of th~ reactor. 

2. Check for unusual conditions in upper and lower cell. 

3· Check that sumppump·is locked out.· 

4. In power panel, turn off power ,to . the circulating pump~ and main 
power switch. 

5· .'l'urn off the space heater (if on)• 

6. Turn on Kidde alarm 9 after checking that control power has ~een 
turned off at the console (Procedure D-5). The alarm may be tested by 
operating the "test" switch after warming up. Subsequent movement in the 
cell will trip the alarm, giving an ~udible indication that the alarm is 
operating properly. Return the ntest" switch to the normal position. 

7• Turn off all lights from the lighting panel except a night light 
in the upper cell. The.hallway lights should be left on at all times. 

8~ The cell access door should be secured with both the combination 
padlock and the doorknob lock. 

9. Notify the guard so that he can check that the Kidde alarm can 
be reset from the main guardhouse. 

10. Check that compressor in Cell #2 has been turned off. 

E. Procedure D-5 - De-Energize Console 

1. Check for any unusual conditions or indications. 

2. Turn off recorder chart drives. 

3· Turn off control power. 

4· Turn off cell air conditioning. 

5· Crew Chief will return all keys to the repository, and secure 
same. 

6. If an instrument power outage is anticipated 9 turn off each 
strument in the console and cubicle, and.then all circuit breakers. 

. will minimize the exposure of. instruments to power surges. 

in
This 
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7• Demineralizer on if-required. 

Weekly Procedures 

F. Procedure W-1 - Check and Lubricate Mechanical Eguipment 

The equipment requiring lubrication and inspection 11ot performed on 
a daily basis will be checked periodically as specified in the equipment 
maintenance procedures and the manufacturers' literature. 

G. Procedure W-2 - Demineralizer 

The demineralizer conductivity will be checked on a weekly basis. 
When the conductivity exceeds the. posted value, the resins will be re
generated in compliance with the procedures outlined.in the manufacturers' 
literature. 

Monthly Procedures 

H. Procedure M-1 - Operational Checks of Interlocks 9 By~sses 9 and AlaEm~ 

l. .·The interlock circuitry will be thoroughly tested· on a monthly 
basis to be sure that it operates in conformity with the Block Diagram 9 · 

Figure Cf. Special emphasis will be placed on insuring that the circuitry 
will not allow violation-of the interlocks; which enforce established and 
approved operational procedures. 

2. The interlock bypasses will be tested on a monthly ba~is to 
guarantee that they will become operative only when the required conditions 
for their safe use have been satisfied. 

3. A monthly test will be made to insure that operating the evacua
tion alarm switch in the control room will completely scram the reactor 9 

shut off thecell and first floor air conditioning units, an(actuate 
alarm sirens.located throughout the building. 

. 4· The radiation monitors will be checked_in detail on a monthly 
basis with gamma-ray sources.. The response of each monitor chamber should 

·be noted and compared to that of the previous test. 

I. Procedure M-2 - Response, Linearity, and Calibration of Nuclear 
Instrumentation· 

l. Gain of amplifiers and pre-amplifiers will be checked monthly 
with a pulser and an oscilloscope. Output wave forms will be checked for 
abnormalities indicating incipient failure. 
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~. Liriearity ~f the pulse channels will be inv~stigated with a 
neutron source o~ a. variable frequericy ~ulse generate~, and the appropriate 
calibrations performed so that the various components of a channel will 
"track" properly together. · 

3. A neutron source and a standard geometry.will be empl?yed to 
check the response o~ each channel o~er a period of time, and to allow 
che!=king of discriminator settings on the various amplifiers. 

4· The response of peri~d circuits will be checked·by the introduc
tion of exponential signals of the appropriate rise time.. This will al
low the checking of scram settings and the calibration of period meters, 
etc. 

5. Level scram circuit~ will be checked by the introducti6n of 
-appropriate step functions. Both the instrument and rod drop response 
times will be recorded and compared over·a period of time to insure that 
the various trip circuits respond adequately, and to aid in locating 
incipient trouble. 
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FIG. 4 
SHIM ROD DRIVE PACKAGE 
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